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Abstract
Recently, attention has focused on the development of computer-user interfaces, which 
combine digital information with physical environments. In this thesis, the author 
assumed the hypothesis that Computer Vision is a technique that has great potential to 
support the concept of marrying the digital world with the physical one. This was proven 
by developing a novel sensing technology that allows users to use their home computer 
and an ordinary web camera to detect multiple small physical objects, referred to as 
“Interactive Toys” (e.g. any pieces of pawns, cars, animals) in a collaborative 
environment, referred to as “Interactive Toys Environment” (e.g. playsets or 
boardgames).
The study comprises the development of novel algorithms that detect the intrusion of 
hands into the camera’s view by monitoring users’ actions (“move and place”). When the 
user finishes performing the current task by withdrawing their hands from the camera’s 
view, the system automatically responds according to the positions, directions and colours 
of the moved objects or toys. Toys tracking and identification are based on novel change 
detection algorithms that allow the system to know which toy or toys have moved in the 
last turn. Moreover, particular efforts were given to map the positions of the toys in the 
Interactive Toys Environment to the image coordinates system under various working 
conditions (e.g. camera vibration or background slightly moved).
Usability and effectiveness of the Interactive Toys Environment are demonstrated 
through a number of applications of computer games used and played by children. Some 
of these applications were evaluated in user studies, which have shown that Interactive 
Toys Environment provides a new application of computer vision to facilitate natural 
human-computer interaction (e.g. without forcing users to wear special equipment such as 
special sensing gloves or using chipped-up or tagged toys). It also encourages active 
thinking and social communication and improves the interaction between users and 
computers.
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1  Introduction
1.1 Overview
Touch is the most critical sense by which we simultaneously perceive compelling 
information about the surrounding environment and act to alter that environment. Our 
hands are very skilled devices; they can sense the shape of an object by grasping and by 
running fingers across its surfaces to build up a mental model. Unlike the passive senses 
of vision and hearing, touch always precedes perception. Haptic (i.e. touch) experiences 
activate the human brain not only in the areas that are associated with touch, but also in 
well-established areas associated with visual processing (Blake et al., 2002).
Object manipulation by hand had been studied for many years by researchers in 
psychophysics before it began to attract interface designers. These designers have found 
that the visual representation of an object alone can limit the interaction modalities1 of the 
digital interface. This limitation comes from the lack of seamless integration between the 
two types of entities, i.e., physical objects and computer applications.
More recently, the tactile sensation has been employed as a part of human-computer 
interfaces. These types of interfaces are concerned with coupling physical objects (i.e. 
bricks) to and within the digital world. For example, Graspable Interfaces (Fitzmaurice, 
1996) and Tangible Bits (Ishii and Ullmer, 1997).
Many of these touch-based interfaces allow people to manipulate a wide variety of 
physical objects. For example; paper (Mackay & Fayard, 1998; Wellner, 1993), 
webstickers (Holmquist et al., 1999), bricks (Fitzmaurice et al., 1995), or triangles 
(Gorbet et al., 1998). Each of these objects does not in themselves represent the 
information and need the information to be projected or written on their surface. Papers, 
triangles or even bricks have no meaning without additional information attached to their 
surface.
1 M odalities: Perception via visual, auditory, and tactile
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However, the complex structure nature of these interfaces restricts the spread of their use 
as a part of daily life. For example, using extra infrared cameras in the “E n h a n c e d D e s k 1’ 
project (Oka et al., 2002), complex video camera setting in the “ B u i l d - I T ’ system (Fjeld 
et al., 1999), electrical-contact sensors and three networked computers in the “M e t a D e s I t  
project (Ullmer and Ishii, 1997) and high resolution projectors in the “I n t e r a c t i v e  P a p e r ” 
project (MacKay & Fayard, 1998).
The main contribution of this thesis is a realisation of a novel sensing technology for 
manipulating multiple physical objects (e.g. cars, buildings or animals) in an entire 
collaborative environment (i.e. playset or city model) where users do not need to wear 
special sensing or marked gloves. Neither do the physical objects need to be tagged or 
marked. This proposed sensing technology is based on the development of novel 
computer algorithms based on computer vision, which process the frame images grabbed 
from a low-cost web camera that is mounted in a top-down position to overlook the 
proposed environment.
These algorithms have a number of features that distinguish the vision system presented 
in this thesis from existing systems:
-  These algorithms are capable of monitoring user actions within the camera’s view 
(e.g. “m o v i n g  t h e  t o y  t o  a  n e w  p o s i t i o n ” and “w i t h d r a w  h a n d s  f r o m  t h e  c a m e r a  
v i e w ”). When the user finishes performing the current task by withdrawing their 
hands from the camera’s view, the system automatically responds according to the 
positions, directions and colours of the moved toys.
-  These algorithms also facilitate toy tracking and identification based on new 
change detection techniques that allow the system to know which toy or toys were 
moved in the last turn.
-  Particular efforts were given to map the positions of the toys in the Interactive Toys 
Environment to the image coordinate system under various working conditions 
(e.g. camera vibration or slight background movement).
-  Finally, these algorithms can enable different interaction modes which allow the 
users to manipulate the physical objects according to the application requirements 
(these modes are turn-based and real-time interaction modes which will be 
explained in Chapter 4).
In this thesis, the underlying physical objects are referred to as “I n t e r a c t i v e  T o y s ” and the
user environment that results is called the “I n t e r a c t i v e  T o y s  E n v i r o n m e n t .
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1.2 Why Interactive Toys?
One definition of a toy is that given by Johnson (Johnson, 1984):
“ T o y s  a r e  a  t o o l  o f  t h e  h u m a n  c h i l d ;  u s e d  t o  t r a i n  t h e m  i n  p h y s i c a l  s k i l l s ,  h e l p  t h e m  t o  
d e v e lo p  i m a g i n a t i o n  a n d  t o  s t im u l a t e  t h i n k i n g '
Most definitions of toys2 commonly refer to both children and play. Toys, however, can 
mean different things to different people (e.g. educators, parents, engineers, designers, 
psychologists, and children). The definition of a toy can also vary by culture, by society, 
by time, and by the materials and technology available at the time it was made. Toys 
cater to everyone; children, teenagers, adults, the handicapped and the elderly (Fleming, 
1996). Toys can be also considered as general-purpose tools according to the appropriate 
application.
However, Toys are defined in this thesis as 3-D graspable objects that imitate real-life 
objects and reflect the information they represents. Users can grasp, move and place them 
in new positions within the Interactive Environment. Toys’ interactivity comes from the 
responses that the system produces after their movements.
1.3 Characteristics of the Interactive Toys Environment
The Interactive Toys Environment owns the following key characteristics:
A ffordances  (Norman, 1988): A toy’s functionality is perceptually natural and does not 
have to be taught. For example, novices can quickly learn how to move toys from one 
place to another. This is unlike traditional computers, input devices such as the mouse 
where users need to be able to move the mouse in a controlled fashion on a flat surface, 
and often hold down a button while making these movements.
M ultim odality. The Interactive Toys Environment is a multimodal interface due to the 
use of the tactile, acoustical and visual sensations.
In v isib ility  Invisible computing was first predicted by Mark Weiser where computers 
are so imbedded, so fitting, so natural, that people use them without even thinking about 
it (Weiser, 1991). The Interactive Toys Environment offers its users an ability to interact
2 The definition o f toy in  the online Dictionary “Hyper Dictionary” includes:
[n] copy that reproduces som ething in greatly reduced size
[n] a non-functional replica o f something else (frequently used as a m odifier)
[nj an artefact designed to be played with
[v] manipulate manually or in one's mind or im agination
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naturally with computers using ordinary toys. One example will be playing traditional 
board games on a tabletop while the computer is observing the players movements, and 
drawing their attention to false moves or giving them some instructions. In this case, the 
players will not feel that they are interacting with a machine.
C om puter-Supported  C o-operative W ork (CSCW): In the Interactive Toys 
Environment, multiple users can move the toys at the same time or in a turn-based 
manner which cultivates social interaction as well as co-operative thinking, especially for 
children, who are anxious to have their turn.
N on-C ontact. In the Interactive Toys Environment, no specially marked objects are 
required, nor is a background grid needed. Any object with enough contrast with respect 
to its background can be chosen. In addition, there is no need for special sensing devices 
to be attached to a user’s hand(s), nor are gloves to be worn.
A vailability fo r hom e use: The distinguishing feature of the Interactive Toys 
Environment is that users only need a camera attached to a standard computer to facilitate 
the interaction. For example, children might incorporate their favourite farm toys on a 
printed background to interactively play and learn about farm animals.
R eusability: The Interactive Toys Environment is considered as a generic framework 
with a reusable sensing mechanism which can be used with different types of 
applications, as will be presented in Chapter 9.
D irect O bject M anipulation (DOM): The Interactive Toys Environment can be 
viewed as a further evolution of Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) or direct manipulation 
style of interaction. The essence of a GUI is that the user seems to operate directly on the 
objects in the computer rather than carrying on a dialogue about them (Shneiderman, 
1983).
The Interactive Toys Environment offers users the ability of employing multiple objects 
to be lifted and moved instead of pointing the cursor and dragging icons on the screen. 
Thus, this environment retains the essential features of DOM (See Table 1-1).
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Table 1-1: D O M  fea tu res in G U I and interactive Toys Environm ent
D O M  f e a t u r e s G  U 1 ( S u t c l i f f e ,  1 9 9 6 ) I n t e r a c t i v e  T o y s  E n v i r o n m e n t
Explicit Action The user points at and manipulates 
objects on the screen
The user moves toys within the 
Interactive Toys Environment
Immediate The results of the user’s actions are The results of the user’s actions
feedback immediately visible are immediately visible
Incremental The user moves virtual objects The user moves toys
effect continuously instead of sudden jump on 
the screen
continuously within the 
environment.
Initiative Interaction matches the user’s Interaction matches the user’s
interaction conceptual model of how the system 
should operate
conceptual model of how the 
system should operate
Learning by The complexity of the system is The complexity of the system is
onion peeling gradually revealed in layers as the user 
explores system facilities.
gradually revealed in layers as 
the user explores system 
facilities.
Reversible All actions can be undone by reversing All actions can be undone by
actions the sequence of manipulations reversing the sequence of 
manipulations
Pre-validation Only valid interactions have an effect, 
so if the user point at an object and this 
makes no sense in terms of the current 
task, nothing happens on the display.
Only valid interactions have an 
effect, so if the user touches a 
toy and this makes no sense in 
terms of the current task, 
nothing happens till the user 
moves it to a valid position.
1.4 Structure of the thesis
After this introductory chapter, the remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: 
Chapter 2 will present a review of relevant concepts and approaches in the area of 
Interactive Physical Environments and discusses the shortfall of current formulation.
Chapter 3 briefly presents five sensing technologies and compares their key 
characteristics with a special focus on computer vision as the chosen positioning and 
registration technology for the Interactive Toys Environment.
Chapter 4 gives a general overview on the system structure and introduces turn-based 
and real-time interaction modes.
Chapter 5 presents the panel normalisation algorithm used to perform an invariant and 
consistent mapping between the coordinate systems relative to the background and the 
coordinate system relative to the frame image.
Chapter 6 will discuss how to track the toys by detecting changes between frames in 
sequence with respect to the camera setting and interaction modes.
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Chapter 7 will present a robust and fast method for recognising toys of four colours (red, 
green, blue and yellow) and to detect hand skin colour of different human races and 
reasonably under various lighting conditions.
Chapter 8 aims at evaluating computer vision algorithms, which were presented in 
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 in terms of accuracy, robustness and computational time. In addition, 
it will acknowledge the limitations and give some technical suggestions for enhancement. 
Chapter 9 will present several applications developed in this thesis to demonstrate the 
capacity and stability of the Interactive Toys Environment as an educational but 
enjoyable space.
Chapter 10 summarises the findings of the current research, discusses the conclusions 
and makes recommendation for a further work.
The thesis also contains four appendices:
Appendix A provides a brief description of the main software (relevant to computer 
vision) investigated in this thesis.
Appendix B explains the concept behind pixel connectivity and neighbouring connected 
components.
Appendix C presents a brief test of web cameras of different manufacturers.
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2  Literature Review of Systems 
and Application area
2.1 Introduction
Since 1990, the discipline Human Computer Interaction saw an explosion in the 
development of interactive interfaces, where users can interact with information that is 
physical and reactive to their actions within physical spaces (e.g. board, wall, room or 
building). The academic literature related to the development of these interfaces and its 
associated technologies are large and diverse. This chapter provides an overview of these 
interfaces and in particular the ones with relevance to the Interactive Toys Environment.
The chapter begins with a brief discussion of related sub disciplines of human-computer 
interaction, including Ubiquitous Computing, Pervasive Computing and Tangible User 
Interfaces.
The Interactive Surface-Top is then introduced and classified according to several 
different categories such as space constraints and display techniques. Each of these 
categories are presented and reviewed in terms of technical structure and design issues. 
The chapter then turns to an analysis of the different types of physical objects which were 
used in the related systems and provides a scheme for the classification of these objects.
2.2 Related areas
Research was carried out into bridging the gap between the physical and digital worlds. 
This research has resulted in the introduction of new forms of computer interfaces, with 
an activity-centred paradigm aimed at enhancing user interaction through applications 
that can ‘understand* and ‘respond* to the user’s context and activities
Among early efforts at relating the physical and digital worlds was Mark Weiser’s work 
in the field of Ubiquitous Computing (Weiser, 1991) which aims at enhancing computer 
use by making computers available throughout the physical environment, while making 
them effectively invisible to the user.
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In recent years the terms “S i t u a t e d  C o m p u t i n g ” (Hirakawa & Hewagamage, 2001) and 
“P e r v a s i v e  C o m p u t i n g ’’ have also been used to describe a similar concept (Huang et. al. 
1999). These developments inhabit a design space that goes beyond the conventional 
user-interaction provided by the fixed-location desktop metaphor based computing, to 
more open spaces (i.e. environments).
For example, Drum and Perlin set out to construct an immersive physical environment for 
adults that responded to movement and touch in real physical spaces (Druin and Perlin, 
1994). According to Druin and Perlin, such an immersive physical environment goes 
beyond desktops to encompass more open spaces such as children’s rooms and playing 
areas.
In another attempt to bring computing power into a user’s world, the “K i d s R o o m ” 
(Bobick, 2000) is a computer vision based, reactive and physical play environment for 
children. Projected images, light and sound effects are all used to transform a space into 
the setting for a virtual adventure story.
Another example of this type of interface would be the “L E G O  M i n d S t o r m s  R o b o t i c  
I n v e n t i o n  S y s t e m ” (Ackley & Dooley, 2000). Here, the ‘L o g o ’ programming language has 
been combined with mechanical turtles, gears, motors, and programmable bricks. With 
MindStorms, the human-computer interaction is not confined to the desktop and the user 
space is comparatively open.
However, according to Alborzi and Druin et al. (Alborzi, 2000), there are a number of 
drawbacks with interactive physical environments, which go beyond the desktop, 
including:
- They are not easy to modify for different contexts;
- they are not economic;
- they require complicated technology, programs or authoring to support the 
experience and;
- they were initially confined to research laboratories, largely due to the deficiency of 
understanding of where the users are and what they are doing in open spaces. For 
example, while it might be possible to tell that the user is reading a book, it is 
difficult to recognise what it is the user is reading.
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Therefore, many researchers have focused on linking physical objects with digital 
information within limited spaces such as desktops, board games, children’s play sets, 
tabletops and workspaces.
One development by the Tangible Media Group (in the MIT lab) is the concept of 
Tangible User Interfaces. One popular paradigm for Tangible User Interfaces is based 
upon “I n t e r a c t i v e  S u r f a c e s ” where physical objects are manipulated by users upon a 
planar surface. The presence, identity, and configuration of these objects is then 
electronically tracked, computationally interpreted, and graphically mediated (Ullmer, 
2002).
These types of interactive physical environments with limited spaces will be further 
discussed in the following section.
2.3 Interactive Surface-Tops
Interactive Surface-Tops imply that the locus of the user(s) is around a table or board 
(either horizontally or vertically oriented) where the physical objects can be positioned 
and reached. The word “7o/)” was added in here to distinguish these interfaces from other 
interfaces which use different mediums as interactive surfaces, for example clothes. 
Interactive Surface-Tops can also be referred to as “I n t e r a c t i v e  W h i t e B o a r d s ” or 
“I n t e r a c t i v e  W a l ls ” if the physical objects configured on a near-vertical board, or 
“I n t e r a c t i v e  W o r k b e n c h e s ” if the physical objects are arranged on a near horizontal 
surface. It should be noted here that the Interactive Toys Environment proposed in this 
thesis is considered as an Interactive Workbench.
Interactive workbenches can be classified into two major forms, namely, Digitally 
Enhanced Desktops and Interactive Tabletops. Further, Interactive Board Games and 
Interactive Children’s Playsets are considered as a sub-set of an Interactive Surface-Top. 
All of these will be explained in more detail in the following sections.
2.3.1  D ig ita lly  E n h a n c e d  D e sk to p s
Digitally Enhanced Desktops are designed to replace an individual’s traditional desk, 
which depends heavily on the vertical properties of a standard monitor, by integrating 
activities involving paper-based material, artefacts and digital media.
The pioneering work on physically enhanced desktops was the “D i g i t a l D e s k ?’ (Wellner, 
1993). This has provided a computer augmented environment in which a real physical
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desk m erges real papers and electronic papers as shown in Figure 2-1. A  projector and 
video cameras are directed onto the desk, and im ages fed into an im age-processing  
system  that can perceive user’s action (e.g. writing or drawing) on the desk and respond  
to them by projecting electronic im ages onto the desk.
Figure 2-1: U ser in teracting w ith  the D ig ita lD esk  (Wellner, 1993)
Another early exam ple o f  digital desks and a central exam ple o f  the broader “G r a s p a b le  
U se r  I n te r fa c e s ’' approach (Fitzmaurice, 1996) is the “A c tiv e D e s k ". In the A ctiveD esk , 
tw o receivers3 sim ulate tw o active bricks that operate on top o f  the A ctiveD esk . Each 
receiver is  a sm all (25  m m  /1 inch) cube that constantly sends positional (x, y , and z ) and 
orientation inform ation to the main workstation. These bricks were used to draw on the 
A ctiveD esk  as shown in Figure 2-2. H ow ever, the drawing system  w as lim ited in that it 
only provided tw o bricks for the user to manipulate, and these w ere connected to the 
computer with w ires w hich  hinder users’ interaction.
Two Ascension “Flock of Birds™” 6D input devices.
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The “m e ta D E S K ” from the MIT lab is also considered as a digital desk with a com p lex  
setting that consists o f  a horizontal back-projected graphical surface; the “a c tiv e L E N S ”, 
an arm-mounted LCD screen; the “p a s s iv e L E N S \  a passive optically transparent “le n s ” , 
the “P h ic o n s ”, physical icons; instruments w hich are used on the surface o f  the desk. The 
physical objects and instruments are perceived by an array o f  optical, m echanical, and 
electro-m agnetic field  sensors em bedded within the m etaD ESK  (U llm er and Ishii, 1997).
B y placing a small Phicon o f  M IT ’s D om e onto the desk, a tw o-dim ensional map o f  MIT 
appears underneath on the desk, bound to the D om e object at its location on the map as 
show n in Figure 2-3.
Pbicon
Figure 2-3: M etaD esk  system  (Ullmer and Ishii, 1997)
PassiveLEN ActiveLENS
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One o f  the m ost recent digital desks is the “E n h a n c e d D e sk ” (Oka et al., 2002) w hich  
allow s users to use their ow n hands for direct manipulation o f  both physical and projected  
objects. A s show n in Figure 2-4 , the EnhancedDesk is equipped with an infrared camera, 
a colour video camera, tw o LCD projectors, and a plasma display. The infrared camera is  
used for detection o f  the user's hands and fingertips w hich point at w h ich  object should be 
registered and where an object should be looked for.
2.3 .2  In terac tive  W hiteB oards
Interactive W hiteboards, or “I n te r a c tiv e  W a lls”, are designed to assist or replace a typical 
w hite board, or artist tables. They can be placed vertically on a wall or stand at an angle.
An interactive whiteboard w as used in the “ T ra n sB O A R D ” system  (Ishii, 1997). This 
com bines a digital whiteboard with m agnetically backed, business card-sized objects 
referred to as “h y p e r c a r d s ” . Each hypercard is encoded with a barcode w hich could be 
scanned to copy the w hiteboard’s current contents into the card. These contents could  
later be accessed  over the w eb (see Figure 2-5).
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Figure 2-5: TransBOARD system  (Ishii and Ullmer, 1997)
Another exam ple o f  the interactive boards is SenseBoard, developed  by Jacob et al. 
(Jacob, 200 2) at MIT. The SenseBoard con sists o f  a vertical panel, m ounted rather like a 
portable whiteboard. Small rectangular plastic “p u c k s ” (i.e. tags) can be placed on the 
board and stick there m agnetically. Each tim e the user m oves a puck, the board sends the 
identity and the grid location o f  each o f  the pucks to a com puter and video projector, 
w hich then projects general information onto the board and sp ecific  information onto 
each puck (Jacob et al., 2002) as show n in Figure 2-6.
Figure 2-6: U sers in teracting w ith  the S en seB oard  (Jacob et al. 2002)
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2 .3 .3  In te ra c tiv e  B o a r d  G a m e s
Only a few  efforts have been m ade to date to see how  computers and sensing  
techn ologies can enhance board games. M andryk et al. have introduced a hybrid board 
gam e-video that is referred to as “F a ls e  P r o p h e ts ” (Mandryk et al., 2002). The playing  
surface contains an array o f  infrared photo-transistors, each o f  w hich  corresponds to a 
hexagon in the game. Each character (playing p iece) contains an infrared em itting diode. 
The p ieces em it a pulse that is sent though the phototransistors to the serial port and 
interpreted by the gam e software. P ieces also have buttons that are pressed to correspond  
to actions in the game. The display system  o f  the gam e consists o f  both the tabletop  
projection for public information as w ell as handheld computers for private information. 
The gam e map is  updated as the player m oves around the board.
Another exam ple o f  interactive board gam es is the “C oac/i” table (M etoyer & H odgins, 
2000) w hich  uses an infrared vision  system  to track objects on the table. In this interface 
the user positions figurines on a miniature electric football field. The figurines have  
sim ple handles for pre-specifying their desired direction o f  m otion. W hen sw itched on, 
the field  vibrates, causing the figurines (which represent players) to m ove across the 
surface (board surface). O ffensive and d efen sive figurines co llide and m ove forward until 
progress o f  the ball is stopped and the play is fin ished (see Figure 2-7).
Figure 2-7: User interacting with the Coach game (M etoyer & H odgins, 2000)
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Tables have great potential for collaboration. People naturally gather around tables for 
discussions as they generally offer a large working surface. Furthermore, artefacts on a 
table can be examined from various viewpoints. Combining digital technology with 
tabletops provides the following types of interaction.
- Touching, grasping and moving physical objects such as tools, bricks, toys and 
pens
- Visualising (by screen display or projection) data in various orientations
- Interpreting hand movements and gestures
Tabletop environments can be classified into two categories according to the display 
configuration, Display Tabletop and non-Display Tabletop as follows:
Display Tabletops
Many researchers have described some prototypes involving top-projecting a display onto 
a traditional table. For instance, SenseTable by Patten, Ishii et al. (Patten, 2001) presented 
a system that electro-magnetically tracks the positions and the orientations of multiple 
wireless objects (i.e. Pucks) on a tabletop display surface. Users interact with the digital 
content of the system by touching graphical representations projected onto the desk.
When the puck is touched, the microprocessor inside it detects a capacitance above a 
certain threshold, and turns that puck on. These Pucks do not represent information, since 
all have the same appearance and are relatively large to allow digital information to be 
displayed on their surface-top as shown in Figure 2-8. Moreover, the SenseTable system 
can only track two pucks at a time.
2.3.4 Interactive Tabletops
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Figure 2-8: Inform ation is being p r o je c te d  on the a c tive  P ucks an d  the SenseTable  (Patten, 2001)
Another exam ple o f  display tabletops is the “D ia m o n d T o u c h T . This is a m ulti-user 
technology for touch-enabled tabletop front-projection displays (D ietz and Leigh, 2001). 
It works by transmitting signals through antennas in the table w hich are capacitively  
coupled through the users and their chairs to receivers, w hich identify the parts o f  the 
table each user is touching. This information can then be used by a computer in the sam e 
way as m ouse or data tablet. The Diam ondTouch system  requires a conductive chair and 
a reasonable electrical isolation betw een users to enable the system , w hich is violated if  
tw o or m ore users (or their chairs) are touching (see  Figure 2-9).
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Pro|*ei£v
Figure 2-9: D iam ondTouch system  (Dietz and Leigh, 2001)
In contrast, the “M e ta D E S K r” (U llm er and Ishii, 1997) displays the output o f  the system  
onto the tabletop using back-projection instead o f  a front projection display.
Other tabletop system s incorporate a vertical display attached to one side o f  the table 
alongside the front or back projection. For exam ple, a prototype system  called “B U IL D -  
I T ’ (Rauterberg et al., 1997) uses a video-based  interaction and supports engineers, 
grouped around a table, in designing assem bly lines and in building plants. The B U ILD - 
IT system  incorporates a vertical display attached to one side o f  the table and a horizontal 
working area with several v iew s w here the users can select and manipulate small b locks 
as show n in Figure 2-10.
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Figure 2-10: Group o f users interacting with BUTLD-TT system (Rauterberg et al., 1997)
Another tabletop system that has been designed to provide vertical displays near the table 
is “ T a n g ib le  V ie w p o in ts” (Mazalek et al., 2002) which provides a physical interface of 
“P a w n s ” as shown in Figure 2-11. These Pawns are similar in size and shape to small 
dolls on a table. Visual story content is displayed on a flat-panel screen and a special 
projector stand is constructed to project story related graphics on the table.
Figure 2-11: The display setting o f  the Tangible Viewpoint system (Mazalek et al., 2002)
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An extensive and detailed literature review pertinent to display tabletops can be found in 
(Scott et al., 2003) who have investigated past and present digital tabletop displays and 
suggested guidelines for future tabletop displays that provide natural interpersonal 
interaction, transitions between activities and accessing shared physical/digital objects.
In general, the drawbacks of the display tabletop environments can be summarised as 
follows:
- Most display tabletops have an inappropriate orientation of the virtual information 
when users move around the table.
- Currently, only a few tabletop display systems support synchronous collaboration. 
The majority of these systems require users to move only one active input channel 
(i.e. physical or virtual object on the table) at a time.
- Projection technology (e.g. front-projection, back-projection and self-illuminating) 
affects the viewing angle, brightness, and robustness of the interactive systems.
- Projecting the output on the interactive area of the working (or playing) surface can 
often cause interference between the projected display, shadows and the 
components of the physical surface such as physical objects and hands.
- Back projection requires considerably more space on the tables.
Non-Display Tabletops
Visual feedback can be displayed on a vertical screen instead of by front or back 
projection. For example, Sugimoto et al. (Sugitomo, 2000) have designed a non-display 
tabletop system referred to as “ePro”. In the ePro system users can construct a town by 
placing pieces such as houses on a sensor embedded board as shown in Figure 2-12. The 
radio frequency sensing system recognizes the arrangement of pieces on the board. It then 
visualizes environmental changes to the town through a vertical screen display. All 
objects used in the ePro system are tagged while the readers (which read the radio 
signals) are embedded in the board.
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Figure 2-12: Users interacting with the ePro system (Sugimoto, 2000)
In the “R e a lR e a l i ty ” project (Ernst, 1999), users can interact with physical models on a 
tabletop with only an on-wall projection display. However, users need to wear sensing 
gloves that are referred to as a “G r a s p  T ra c k e r” which might hinder their interaction with 
the system (see Figure 2-13).
Figure 2-13: Two users interacting with the RealReality system  (Ernst, 1999)
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The “T r ia n g le s” system (Gorbet et al., 1998) consists o f a set of identical flat, plastic 
triangles, each with a microprocessor inside and magnetic edge connectors and is 
considered a non-display interface. When the pieces are connected to each other, specific 
connection information is sent back to a computer that keeps track of the system’s 
configuration. Specific two and three-dimensional configurations o f the pieces can trigger 
application events (see Figure 2-14).
Figure 2-14: Interaction with triangles to access web contents
2.3 .5  In terac tive  C h ild ren ’s P laysets
Children influence toy manufacturing and some companies are moving beyond games
that simply allow control o f the actions on the screen with a joystick or a keyboard.
Instead, children are being given the ability to move their hands on playsets and hence to
simultaneously control the on-screen action. These types o f playsets are referred to as
“C D -P la y s e ts ” and range from simple toolkits, which can be added to an ordinary
keyboard like the commercial products o f Hasbro Interactive “P la y s k o o l  S to r e ” and
“ T o n k ia  W o r k s h o p ”, to the advanced “Z o w ie  P la y s e ts ” (Shwe & Francetic, 2000) that
hook up to the computer to partially or completely replace the mouse and keyboard (see
Figure 2-15). Zowie Entertainment, now part o f the LEGO™ Group, released this
breakthrough toy using multiple-object identification technology. In Zowie playsets, toys
have special bases which when placed on the playset make them come to life on a
computer screen. Although Zowie technology allows fast tracking, the hardware only
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provides information regarding the identities and positions o f objects in relation to 
specific locations.
Figure 2-15: Zowie Playset (Shwe & Francetic, 2000)
A similar system was introduced by the Gesture Narrative Group at MIT in the form of 
“&4Af” (Cassell et al., 2000). SAM is a physical interface that allows children to engage 
in natural storytelling play with one figurine and a toy castle, in collaboration with a 
virtual playmate who shares access to the castle as shown in Figure 2-16.
Figure 2-16: SAM project (Cassell et al., 2000)
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More examples can be given from specialised companies in children products such as the 
interactive “S im p so n  s p la y s e ts ” from Playmates4 (see Figure 2-17) and the “ T a lk in g  
G r i i r  from Hasbro Interactive5.
Figure 2-17: Simpson’s Plavset
2.4 Discussion of the Related Systems
A brief comparison o f nine systems which are the most related to the Interactive Toys 
Environment is provided in Table 2-1. The aim of these classifications is to provide an 
overview as to where the Interactive Toys Environment stands in relation to the literature. 
This comparison is based on six criteria: the complexity o f the system, high cost/low cost, 
tagged/on tagged physical objects, sensory backgrounds/non-sensory backgrounds, usage 
of sensing gloves/non sensing gloves.
4 www.playmatestoys.com
5 www.hasbro.com
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Table 2-1: Comparison o f  the Related Systems
Criteria
System Complex
structure
High
cost
Ease 
of use
Tagged or 
marked 
physical 
objects
Girded
background
Special
sensing
gloves
DigitalDesk 
(Weliner, 1993) Yes Yes No No No No
Build-IT
(Rauterberg, 1997) Yes Yes Yes No No Yes
ActiveDesk 
(Fitzmaurice, 1996) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
metaDESK 
(Ullmer & Ishii, 1997) Yes Yes No No Yes No
EnhancedDesk 
(Oka etal., 2002) Yes Yes Yes No No No
SenseTable 
(Patten, Ishii, 2001) Yes Yes No Yes Yes No
DiamondTouch 
(Dietz and Leigh, 2001) Yes Yes No No Yes No
Zowie Playsets 
(Shwe & Francetic, 2000) No No Yes Yes Yes No
SAM
(Cassell et al., 2000) No Yes Yes Yes No No
Interactive Toys 
Environment No No Yes No No No
The conclusion that can be drawn from the table that the complex structure and the cost 
of the related systems, along with the use of the tags or gloves, have led to introduce the 
Interactive Toy environment as a natural and convenient interactive system which fit with 
the objectives of this thesis.
2.5 Properties of physical objects
In this chapter, several systems were discussed which contain physical objects of different 
characteristics within various interactive physical environments such as interactive 
tabletops. These physical objects can be classified according to their properties, 
including:
1- Usage
- Generic physical objects which can be applied in many applications. For 
example, papers in the DigitalDesk.
- Specialised objects that are designed for a specific application. For example, 
triangles in the Triangles system.
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2- Representation
The way in which physical and digital objects can be computationally coupled. 
Holmquist et al. (Holmquist, 1999) suggested a schema for classifying physical 
objects in term of their link to digital information. This is:
- Tokens - Here, digital information associated with the object is reflected in some 
way in the physical properties of the token. In another words, tokens do not need 
further information to be attached or projected on them to understand their 
functionality. For example, the toys discussed in this thesis.
- Containers - These are generic objects that can be associated with any type of 
digital information and used to move information between different devices or 
platforms. For example, the HyperCard in the Transboard system. In addition, 
papers can be considered as containers as they need drawing or writing on them 
to represent information.
- Tools - These are attached to digital information on a horizontal display. For 
example, the Pucks in the SenseTable which need some information to be 
projected on their surfaces.
3- Appearance
For instance, all the Pucks are similar in the SenseTable project. In contrast, many 
objects have different appearances in the ePro system. However, some physical 
environments might include similar shaped objects, but with different colours as 
for example most boardgames.
2.6 Summary
This chapter has briefly described a number of systems that share common ground with 
the Interactive Toys Environment, which is the centre of interest in this thesis. Some 
systems share the same tracking capabilities, however, they lack simplicity and 
robustness; other systems use sensing devices such as gloves or markers which encumber 
the users. While others require to tag the physical objects to enable object tracking and 
identification.
This chapter has classified these related systems into different categories starting from the 
level of the Human Computer Interaction to the display and non-display interactive 
tabletops.
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Similarly, physical objects were categorised on bases of their usage, representations of 
digital information and their appearance. This type of classification can enable a better 
understanding of the Interactive Toys as physical objects that represent the digital 
information on their surfaces.
In the next chapter (Chapter 3), tracking and identification technologies will be reviewed 
and their advantages and disadvantages presented. Computer vision and its characteristic 
as a promising tracking technology will be defined and described.
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3  O b je c t  T ra ck in g  a n d  Id en tif ica tio n  
T e c h n o lo g ie s
3.1 Introduction
In the early stages of the research work reported in this dissertation, it was essential to 
investigate and review existing sensing technologies, in order to choose a suitable means 
of tracking and identifying the toys in the Interactive Toys Environment.
As a result of the review, this chapter will provide a general description of the working 
principles of these technologies, their advantages and their limitations, without delving 
too deeply into the technical details. A comparison of these technologies through a table 
of selected characteristics is then presented according to a defined set of metrics.
Computer vision, as chosen tracking technology for the Interactive Toys Environment, is 
broadly defined in this chapter and its use for Human Computer Interaction reviewed.
3.2 Sensing Technologies
Many researchers such as Michahelles & Schiele and Vildjiounaite (Michahelles, 2003; 
Vildjiounaite, 2002) have studied and evaluated sensing technologies for physical 
interaction. This section will briefly present some of these technologies; only 
technologies with the possibility of being used in Human computer Interaction will be 
presented.
3.2.1 E le c tro -M a g n e tic  tra c k in g  s y s t e m s
Electro-Magnetic (EM) tracking technology comprises an emitter, located at a fixed 
position in space, and a sensor, which is attached to the user. Both sensor and emitter 
consist of three, orthogonal, electromagnetic coils. The emitter produces a magnetic field, 
which generates a current in the sensor coils as it is moved through the field. The induced 
currents are then used to determine the user’s position.
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The largest drawback of magnetic trackers is that they are very sensitive to the presence 
of metal. This drawback results in mismatches between the tracking sensor’s true position 
and the position as reported by the tracking system. This can reduce the level of accuracy 
to more than 10 cm, which is not acceptable in many applications. The advantage of EM 
trackers is that they can be moved freely and are not perturbed by non-metallic objects 
such as the user's body. In addition, EM tracking systems do not rely on line-of-sight 
observation.
Current virtual environment systems commonly use electromagnetic position trackers to 
sense operator head and hand positions to generate virtual environment simulations. The 
most popular magnetic trackers are manufactured by “Polhemus6” and “Ascension7”.
3.2.2 A c o u s t ic
Acoustic trackers use an ultrasonic source that produces pulses that are received by a set 
of microphones, usually arranged in a triangle. The time at which a pulse reaches the 
different microphones gives the source position and orientation. They have the same 
latency problems as EM trackers and, while not affected by metal, they rely on a direct 
line-of-sight and are affected by anything that comes between the source and the 
microphones, such as a body part. They can also suffer from acoustic reflections if 
surrounded by hard walls, other audio sources producing ultrasound or other acoustically 
reflective surfaces.
Attempts to bring the sense of hearing to computers interfaces are growing. One of these 
is the StoryMat project (Ryokai & Cassell, 1999) (see Figure 3-1). This uses ultrasonic 
triangulating technology embedded in a small stuffed animal to translate its movement on 
a mat. While a child is squeezing the stuffed animal (i.e. while the mouse button inside 
the stuffed animal is being pressed) the computer records the child's voice and recognises 
the two dimensional coordinates of the stuffed animal. When the child releases the stuffed 
animal, the voice and the movement data are saved as a sound and a text file of 
coordinates.
6 www.polhemus.com
7 www.ascension-tech.com
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Figure 3-1: StoryMat (Ryokai &Cassell, 1999)
3 .2 .3  M ech an ica l
Mechanical trackers connect the physical object to a point o f reference. The object 
position is then measured mechanically from different positions and compared to the 
initial reference point. Mechanical trackers can be both accurate (0.1 - 2.5 mm) and 
quick. However, they severely restrict the user’s range o f motion. The most commonly 
used mechanical tracker is the ‘Boom ’ by Fake Space Labs8.
3 .2 .4  R F ID  Tags
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID ) tagging is a technique used for keeping track of 
physical objects or people by attaching RFID tags on them. A basic RFID system consists 
o f three components:
-An antenna or coil 
-A reader with a decoder
-A Radio Frequency (RF) tag electronically programmed with unique information
The antenna emits RF signals to activate the tag and when an RFID tag passes through 
the signal zone, it detects the activation signal. The reader then decodes the data written 
in a memory chip embedded in the tag and passes it (i.e. the data) to the host computer for 
processing.
8 www.fakespacelabs.com
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RFID tags are categorized as either active or passive. Active RFID tags are powered by 
an internal battery and they are typically read/write (i.e. tag data can be rewritten or 
modified).
Passive RFID tags operate without a separate external power source and obtain their 
operating power from the reader. Passive tags are consequently much lighter than active 
tags, less expensive, and offer a very long operational lifetime.
The significant advantage of all types of RFID systems is the non-line-of-sight nature of 
the technology. RFID tags can also be small due to their relative simplicity. For example, 
RFID tags can be embedded inside security badges, which can allow automatic access to 
secure doors that are equipped with tag readers.
However, RFID tags have a number of limitations such as limited operating range (2-10 
cm approximately) and objects need to be tagged in advanced to enable tracking.
R F ID  fo r  Interactive Physical Environm ent
Want et al. (Want, 1999) has proposed the use of RFID tags as tools for linking physical 
objects with the virtual world in a number of system prototypes such as augmented books 
linked to the Amazon website.
In this context, the “ePro” system has been developed (Sugimoto, 2000). ePro uses a 
sensing board with RFID tagging technology, which creates an immersive environment 
by giving users visual and auditory feedback in response to their manipulations on the 
board. The system board used an antenna arranged like a checkerboard to identify the 
separate locations of multiple tags attached to small physical pieces on the board.
Figure 3-2 shows how ePro system is used. Users sit around a board and set it up by 
arranging geographic objects. Each user puts a piece on the board. Every time a user 
completes his/her move, the computer simulation recognizes the arrangement of pieces on 
the board, calculates the status of the town, and visualizes it through a LCD projector (or 
a wide-screen display).
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Figure 3-2: Users interacting with the ePro system (Sugimoto, 2000)
3 .2 .5  O p tica l Tracking
Optical sensors track the positions o f one or more actively illuminated markers placed on 
the tracked object and use geometric triangulation to determine the locations o f these 
markers. Optical trackers in general have high update rates (up to 2500 Hz) and high 
accuracy (0.1 to 0.5 mm). However, the line o f sight should be maintained, as any 
obstacle between sensor and source degrades performance. Ambient light and infrared 
radiation also adversely affect performance. As a result, the environment must be 
carefully designed to eliminate these causes o f uncertainty.
3 .2 .6  C o m p u te r Vision  
Definition
The purpose o f computer vision is to allow the computer to ‘see’ through a video camera. 
The camera feeds continuous frames to image processing algorithms that make decisions 
about real physical objects and scenes in an attempt to imitate the functionality o f the 
human visual and recognition system.
A combination o f the processing power o f current computer algorithms and the 
availability o f video cameras has led to breakthroughs in computer vision. In structured 
environments, it is now possible to enable a computer linked to a video camera to detect 
the presence o f a face, compute its gaze and analyse its expression. It is also possible to
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track head, arm, hand and finger movements in real-time, as well as to recognise gestures. 
All these techniques are passive, with no need to hamper the user with spatial gloves or 
markers. The information required is provided by a video camera or a stereo pair of 
cameras looking at the user, and is processed by the computer.
Two important considerations in any vision system are the sensitivity and the resolution. 
Sensitivity is the ability to see in dim light, or to detect weak impulses at wavelengths 
invisible to the human eye. Resolution is the extent to which a system can differentiate 
between objects. In general, the better the resolution, the more confined the field of 
vision.
Com puter Vision Applications
Computer vision is used in various industrial and medical applications. Examples include:
- Electronic component analysis
- Signature identification
- Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
- Handwriting recognition
- Object tracking and identification
- Pattern Recognition (PR)
- Materials inspection
- Currency inspection
- Medical image analysis
- Human Computer Interaction (HCI)
Com puter Vision System Components
Computer vision systems are comprised of two primary components, a digital camera as 
an image capture device and the image processing software.
Unlike traditional cameras that use film to capture and store an image, digital cameras use 
a solid-state device called an “image sensor”. These sensors are fingernail-sized silicon 
chips containing millions of photosensitive diodes which record the intensity of the light 
that falls on them. The brightness recorded by each diode is then stored as a set of 
numbers that can be used to set the colour and brightness of dots on the screen.
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Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs) have been the main image sensors used in digital 
cameras having been developed through their use in astronomical telescopes, scanners, 
and video camcorders. However, there is a new challenger in the form of image sensors 
that use Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS9) technology.
The most economic form of digital camera is the web camera (or webcam). These were 
initially built to transfer video over the World Wild Web. Web cameras generally use 
CCD9 sensor technology and can be easily installed and used, connecting to the computer 
using the Universal Serial Bus (USB) port at a frame rate of the order of 15 to 30 fps and 
with sufficient resolution (e.g. 640 x 480 or better). The popularity and affordability of 
web camera make them very suitable for computer vision applications, in particular 
Human Computer Interaction.
Com puter Vision fo r Human Com puter Interaction
In the last ten years, an increasing number of researchers in a variety of areas of computer 
studies have added perceptual capabilities such as speech and vision to computers. In 
particular, Computer vision and other direct sensing technologies have progressed to the 
point where it is possible to reliably detect people’s activities and respond to them in real­
time (Cipolla, 1998).
Several techniques were found in computer vision to enable users to interact with 
computer interfaces using video cameras. For example, exploiting facial and head 
gestures (Bregler, 1998), facial expressions (Bascle & Blake, 1998), finger pointing 
(Cipolla, 1998; Colombo et al., 1998) and full-body gestures (Yacoob, 1998).
A video interface can provide an intuitive and rewarding interactive experience that can 
enhance many applications (Marks, 2001). Many ideas have been developed to improve 
user-computer interaction by using live video, for example the BUILD-IT system 
(Rauterberg et al., 1997) which was explained briefly in Section 2.2.4. BUILD-IT uses 
vision-based interaction techniques to support a planning tool where a group of engineers 
engaged in designing assembly lines can sit around a table and interact in a space of 
virtual and real world objects. The positions of the users are monitored by one or more 
cameras.
Researchers have also found that video streaming could be used not just in the form of an 
input device, but also as a non-encumbering sensing technology to create new physical
9 http://electronics.howstuftworks.com/digital-camera3.htm
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interactive experiences in real environments (Bobick, 2000). Thus, Bobick et al. have 
developed a vision-based play method referred to as “KidsRoom” which enables children 
to engage in a simple fantasy story and interact with computer-controlled cartoon 
monsters. Three cameras overlooking a specially designed bedroom provide for the 
computer vision analysis of the scene. One of the cameras is used to track the children 
and the bed in the space. The overhead position of the camera minimizes the possibility 
of one user or object occluding another.
With the availability of high-speed processing, reasonable quality and easy-to-install web 
cameras, and advances in video-processing algorithms, computer vision technology has 
become capable of enabling certain classes of applications on typical home computers. 
One of these applications is computer games. Computer games revolve around using what 
are quite primitive and limiting interfaces such as joysticks, button-activated game 
consoles, or the computer keyboard itself. Most people would prefer more natural ways of 
dealing with computers where they can control the game using their body movements and 
hand gestures.
For example, the commercial product Intel Play Me2Cam includes a web camera (the 
Me2Cam) with game software. Once the game is started, the child’s physical motions, 
which are captured by the Me2Cam web camera, control all the activities of the software. 
These motions can be detected by the computer vision algorithms and interpreted by a 
dedicated program (DHooge, 2001).
Another example of using computer vision for computer games is the new Sony Eye Toy 
which comes with a web camera that is specially manufactured for PlayStation Game 
Consol. Computer vision algorithms embedded in the system allows people to control the 
on screen action using their body movements (Marks, 2001).
3.3 Discussion of the Tracking Technologies
The expression of the characteristics of the investigated tracking technologies in exact 
and unambiguous values are impossible as they vary from one product to another. 
However, a brief comparison of the six investigated tracking technologies is provided in 
Table 3-1. Each method has different advantages and disadvantages in respect to the 
following:
- Accuracy - This is a measure of the error in the position reported by the tracker
- Update Rate - This is the rate at which position measurements are reported by the 
tracker to the host computer
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- Contact or Non-Contact -  Relates to the mode of operation
- Interference Hazard -  Relates to the ability to operate in unstructured 
environments.
- Orientation o f the tracked object
A good position tracker for the Interactive Toys Environment should have a high 
accuracy (~0.5 cm), a high update rate, and minimal interference hazard without sensor 
contact to users or objects. Ideally, it should not need any specialized gloves, tagged 
objects or even a background grid for operation. In addition, it should be easy to use and 
setup.
The comparison and the descriptions in this chapter show that none of the current 
technologies is a panacea for the position tracking problem. Each technology has its own 
advantages that make it suitable for certain applications. However, each technology also 
has some major drawbacks, for example, distortion and short range in magnetic trackers, 
low update rates and occlusion in acoustic trackers, occlusion and need for elaborately 
designed environments in optical trackers, and user discomfort in mechanical trackers. 
Hence, computer vision is considered as the most suitable technology for the proposed 
tracking problem in this thesis. Its accuracy and update rate are acceptable as it differs 
according to the imaging device and the tracking algorithms. It is also considered as non- 
intrusive technology, which can accommodate multiple users simultaneously.
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Table 3-1: Objects tracking technologies
Criteria
Type Accuracy Bandwidth Interference
Hazard
Contact? Non 
Contact
Orientation
detection
Mechanical 0.1-2.5mm >3000 Hz Physical occlusion Direct Contact Yes
Optical 0.1-0.5 mm 100-2500Hz Occlusion
Markers attached 
to objects Yes
Magnetic ~5mm 20-100 Hz Metal Objects Detectors attached to users Yes
Acoustic ~1 mm 500-1000 Hz Acoustic Sources None -
RFID tags 3-10 cm 100 kHz -5.9 GHz -
Tags are 
connected to 
objects
-
Computer
Vision vary
fps depends 
on the 
camera
Physical occlusion none Yes
3.4 Summary
This chapter has presented a number of tracking technologies, which are widely used for 
positioning and identification purposes. In particular, it has focussed on those that have 
potential applications in Human-Computer-Interaction.
Computer vision which relies on the imaging device, image processing and programming 
techniques has been accelerated by the recent integration of fast computers and the 
availability of simply, low cost web cameras.
By choosing computer vision to facilitate toy tracking and identification, it is possible to 
develop the Interactive Toys Environment both with sensor-free toys and gloves-free 
hand interaction.
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4  S y s te m  O v e r v ie w  a n d  In tera ctio n  
M o d e s
Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to provide a general system overview of the Interactive 
Toys Environment in relation to camera configuration and components. In addition, the 
chapter introduces two interaction modes which are dependent on the ways that users 
manipulate the toys in the final application. These are the turn-based interaction mode 
and the real-time interaction mode. The building blocks of these modes will initially be 
presented in a general manner, with an extensive explanation of each block then being 
given in chapters 5,6 and 7.
System Overview
The Interactive Toys Environment consists of a web camera positioned to overlook a 
number of toys on an interactive area such as a game board or printed-paper to act as 
background. This interactive area will be referred to as the ‘interactive panel’ . Input 
images captured by the camera are passed to object registration and recognition 
algorithms. Then, the information extracted from these algorithms is sent to the final 
application to deliver an appropriate audio and visual feedback to the users. In general, 
both the interactive panel and the toys can be chosen according to the application. 
However, some restrictions need to be applied in terms of colours, shapes and sizes. 
These restrictions will be identified when presenting the system algorithms.
Figure 4-1 provides an overview of the Interactive Toys Environment system, where a 
user’s hand is moving a toy on a multicoloured interactive panel and computer screen is 
displaying visual output, alongside computer speakers to communicate with the user. A 
toy farm was used as an example application.
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System detects changes 
Track and recognise 
moving objects
System triggers output event
Figure 4-1: System level overview o f the Interactive Toys Environment
4 .3  In te ra c tio n  M o d e s
One o f the challenging tasks in designing an interactive system is that o f finding optimal 
methods to enable users to deal with the digital and physical information. Therefore, two 
different methods o f interaction can be introduced according to the way that users move 
toys to control the proposed application. The primary mode o f interaction with the system 
is the tum-based interaction mode with the other mode being the real-time interaction 
mode.
In the following sections, the design issues associated with these forms o f interaction will 
be discussed:
4 .3 .1  T u rn -b a s e d  In te ra c tio n  M o d e
In the tum-based interaction mode developed in this thesis, users perform a task by 
moving a toy or toys inside the borders o f the interactive panel and then withdraw their 
hands from the camera view. The system translates 'hand intrusion to process command 
“user is performing a task”. Similarly, the system translates ‘withdrawing hands' to a 
process command “users have made an input to the system”.
Figure 4-2 shows two frame images taken while a user is playing a game using the tum- 
based interaction mode. Figure 4-2(a) shows the user’s hand is holding a red toy in order 
to place it on an interactive panel representing a small village as background. Figure 4-
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2(b) does not contain the user’s hand as he has finished performing the task by placing 
the red toy on the interactive panel.
(a) User is performing a task
(b) User has made an input to the system
Figure 4-2: User’s hand interacting with the system in the turn-based mode
The turn-based mode starts with the user taking a reference image o f the background 
without any toys. This image will be subject to geometrical corrections, which will wrap 
the interactive panel points to the frame image points. Image warping requires prior 
detection o f the four comers o f the interactive panel within the camera’s view. If the 
interactive panel is not entirely visible to the camera, then the system will deliver a 
warning message to the user to correct the position of the panel. Interactive panel
detection and image warping will be referred to as ‘Panel Normalisation . Panel
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normalisation is performed every frame image to enable a turn-based algorithm that is 
robust and insensitive to small changes in the position of the interactive panel (Panel 
Normalisation will be discussed in details in Chapter 5).
After capturing the background image and correcting it, the system prompts the user to 
start the interaction by placing a toy or toys within the area of the interactive panel. While 
the users are moving their hands in the camera’s view, the system will wait. As soon as 
the user withdraws their hand from the camera view, the system begins to search for 
moved toys using two frames representing the start conditions prior to user intervention 
(f \) and the conditions at the end of that intervention (f2) with the background as reference 
(the two frames are also subject to panel normalisation). This process is referred to as 
‘Change Detection’, which will be described in Section 6.2. Change detection will lead to 
the generation of segmented regions which represent the moved toys. In the case that 
more than one toy is moved, then another process referred to as ‘Region Labelling' is 
required to identify regions. Region Labelling will be explained in details in Section
6.2.6.
After identifying the segmented regions and toy centroid positions, orientations and sizes 
can be calculated using ‘Image Moment Calculations' which will be discussed in Section 
6.3.
Eventually, the colour recognition process is used to identify the toys (Colour 
Recognition will be presented in Section 7.6. In order to limit the complexity of the object 
recognition problem, toys of uniform colour are selected to support colour recognition. 
Lastly, the current frame image f 2 will be stored as/; to enable another frame to be fed in
f*
Figure 4-3 shows a user’s hand moving a toy in turn-based mode in order to move the 
corresponding character in the Baldure’s game running on the computer seen in the 
figure.
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Figure 4-3: User is being playing with Baldur’s game in the turn-based mode
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Figure 4-4  show s the building b locks o f  the turn-based interaction mode.
Figure A-A.Diagram o f the turn-based interaction mode 
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How does the system perceive whether the user ’ hand is currently manipulating toys or 
not?
Different techniques were found in the literature to identify hands’ regions for natural 
human computer interaction. For example in the Enhanced Desk (Sato, 2000) an infrared 
camera has been used to segment the hand regions on the desk by setting the temperature 
range to approximately human body temperature, image regions corresponding to human 
skin then appear particularly bright in input images from the infrared camera (Figure 4-5).
Figure 4-5: The Enhanced Desk system (Sato, 2000)
Maggioni (Maggioni, 1993) has presented the use of a specially marked glove for hand 
segmentation. By identifying the glove with a single camera, the system can estimate 
hand position and orientation.
Unlike these systems, the Interactive Toys Environment does not need extra equipment 
such as infrared cameras or marked gloves to identify the hand region. Instead, a novel 
approach which relies on the combination of skin detection and motion detection 
techniques was developed to perceive whether the user is moving the toys or not. These 
techniques will be explained in Sections 7.5 and Section 6.2.5 respectively.
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4 .3 .2  R e a l-T im e  M o d e
It was shown in relation to the turn-based mode that users have to withdraw their hands 
after each turn to inform the computer of their input. Another interaction mode was 
therefore developed, which does not require that users withdraw their hands from the 
camera’s view after each turn. Instead, a toy or toys can be moved continuously and its 
position are transferred frame by frame to the appropriate application. This type of 
interaction has been used by a number o f researchers for mouse and joystick replacement. 
For example, Bradski et al. from Intel Corporation have used a small toy aircraft m 
simple colours to navigate into a virtual scene as a replacement to the ordinary joystick 
(Bradski, 2001) as shown in Figure 4-6:
(a) Screenshot of virtual space on the 
computer screen
(b) User moving the physical toy plane 
as a joystick in real-time
Figure 4-6: User navigating into a virtual space using Toy Joystick.
Unlike the Toy Joystick, the real-time mode discussed in this thesis enables a free range 
o f toys to be used. Users might use their pen, or toy snake as shown in Figure 4-7.
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(a) An ordinary pen (b) A snake toy
Figure 4-7: E xam ples o f  real-tim e tracking using different o b jec ts ,
Furthermore, the Interactive Toys Environments supports two types o f real-time 
interaction modes in relation to the background. These are:
-  Real-time background dependent mode
— Real-time background independent mode
4.3.2.1 Real-time background-dependent mode
In this mode, the user needs to capture the background as a reference image B e k  at the 
beginning o f the interaction process. Then for every frame image / 2, skin pixels are 
removed and the ‘c h a n g e  d e te c tio n  process will segment the image to create a region (or 
regions) that represent the moving toy over two frame images in sequence (Change 
detection for real-time background-dependent mode will be described in details in Section 
6.3). In the case more than one toy is moved, then ‘R e g io n  L a b e l l in g ’ is required to 
identify each region. After identifying the segmented regions, toy centroid positions, 
orientations and sizes can be calculated using the ‘Image Moments Calculations’ 
(Moment will be described in details in Section 6.3). Colour recognition can also be used 
to identify the toy’s colour. Lastly, the current frame imagef 2 will be stored in f  to enable 
another frame to be fed in f 2.
The diagram of Figure 4-8 illustrates the system building blocks for this mode.
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Figure 4-8: Diagram o f real-time-background-dependent interaction mode
Figure 4-9 shows user’s hand moving a plane toy with long handle in the real-time 
background dependent mode in order to control the virtual character in the “Chicken 
Hunt” game (This application will be described in Section 9.2.2).
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Figure 4-9: User interacting with Chicken Hunt game in real-time background dependent mode
4.3.2.2 Real-time background-independent mode
This is the simplest and fastest interaction mode and does not need the background as a 
reference image. It works by tracking the changes over each of two successive frames 
and, as a result, user interaction is not affected by any movement o f the camera or the 
interactive panel as the system recovers itself in the next frame.
Figure 4-10 shows the main building blocks o f the real-time-background-independent 
interaction mode with change detection, movement calculations and colour recognition as 
the main elements.
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Figure 4-10: System diagram fo r  die real-time background-independent interaction mode
Figure 4-11 illustrate an example of employing the real-time interaction mode to control a 
virtual pedal in a real-time in the “Breakout Game” (This application will be described in 
Section 9.2.3). It is possible to see, the pen position in the camera’s view matches the 
pedal position in the computer screen (The two red arrows show the movement directions 
of both the pedal and the pen).
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Figure 4-11: User interacting with Breakout game in the real-time background independent mode
4.4 Summary
This chapter has presented a system overview  o f  the Interactive Toys Environment based 
on computer vision algorithms. Camera configuration in relation to the interactive panel 
was discussed and various interaction m odes were introduced. A turn-based interaction 
mode was described as a natural and effective method to exchange turns between the 
computer and its users. In the turn-based mode, hand skin colour and rapid motion were 
checked over the frame images to decide whether the user or users are performing a task 
or waiting for a response from the system.
In contrast, the real-time interaction mode enables users to engage in active interaction 
with the computer while their toy’s m ovem ent is tracked on a frame-by-frame basis.
These interaction m odes can be chosen in relation to the application. For example, the 
real-time interaction mode can be used to control a virtual plane to follow  some on-screen 
birds, while the turn-based interaction mode can be for board games or children’s 
playsets, applications that w ill be presented in detail in Chapter 9.
The building blocks o f  the diagrams presented in this chapter w ill now be explained in 
detail in chapters 5, 6 and 7.
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5  Panel Normalization
5.1 Introduction
It was explained in Section 4-2 how in the Interactive Toys Environment the camera is 
positioned to view the whole o f the interactive panel. It was also shown that a reference 
image of the background is required in order to detect changes and hence to track the 
toys. Unfortunately, there are a range o f problems and questions associated with the 
camera configuration. For example, the camera might be tilted or moved by a range of 
different factors such as air conditioners or people’s movements. These problems make it 
harder to track the moving toys in relation to the interactive panel.
To solve this problem a geometrical solution referred to as ‘P a n e l  N o r m a l i s a t i o n ’ was 
developed and which is presented in this thesis. This chapter will present panel 
normalisation as a robust technique to enable the computer to track the toys in relation to 
the interactive panel, even if the camera is tilted or vibrated.
The chapter starts by giving a general background of the problem supported by some 
examples from the literature. Subsequent sections then present the technical details of the 
panel normalisation algorithm.
5.1.1 Background
The idea o f mapping the comers o f the rectangle-shaped panel points to the image plane 
points has been used by a number o f computer vision systems intended for Human 
Computer Interaction. For example, the DigitalDesk (Wellner, 1993) introduced a self­
calibration method to support interaction on the office desk. The system projects four- 
reference points (thick plus signs) onto the desk, these points can then be extracted by the 
image processing system, which then performs the mapping between the image and 
interactive area on the desk.
Researchers at Microsoft’s Research Lab have developed a system that automatically 
detects a quadrangle in an image. In the Visual Panel system (Zhang, 2003), four straight 
sidelines of the panel can be detected using edge detection and Hough Transform (Hough, 
1962). Once the sidelines are determined, the comer points are computed from the
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intersection of these lines. The four comers are then used to relate the panel to the 
original image as illustrated in Figure 5-1.
Figure 5-1: The tracking process in the Visual Panel system (Zhang, 2003)
5.2 Panel Normalisation
The approach taken in this dissertation is directed at choosing an interactive panel of 
rectangle shape with enough contrast to separate it from its background. This will enable 
the four strong edges of the interactive panel’s to be identified along with their 
intersection at the four comers. By detecting these comers, an image mapping can be 
used to map the interactive panel points to the image plane, which is also of rectangular 
shape.
Panel normalisation in this context requires an interactive panel with a clear border to 
allow accurate edge detection. Figure 5-2 shows three examples of interactive panels 
with clear borders, enough to ensure contrast with its background.
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(a) Dark interactive panel with lighter uniform background
(b) Dark interactive panel with a green uniform background
(c) Light interactive panel with a clear marked border on a light pink background 
Figure 5-2: Interactive panel types
5.2.1 Geometrical framework
To simplify the panel normalisation problem a number of assumptions have to be made. 
Firstly, the frame image is positioned reasonably parallel to the workspace (as the camera 
looks vertically down). Secondly, the pixels are squares and the principle point, where the 
optic axis intersects with the image, is at the image centre.
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These assumptions are illustrated in Figure 5-3 where an image is taken by a camera 
looking perpendicularly down on a planar workspace and performing a perspective 
projection. In addition, the figure shows five reference frames, which are essential for the 
analysis of the 3-D scene. These frames are:
• Pixel coordinate frame I
• Interactive panel coordinate frame P
• Camera coordinate frame C
• Real image coordinate frame F
• World coordinate frame W
The principal point C and the centre point of the image are both located on the Zc axis. 
The four comers (a, b, c, d) of the interactive panel can also be seen on the figure.
Figure 5-3: Perspective camera model of the Interactive Toys Environment
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All the points of the interactive panel have a Zw = 0 relative to the world coordinate 
system W. Thus, the problem can be simplified into a 2-D transformation which maps 
between the pixel frame (I) and the interactive panel frame (P) as shown in Figure 5-4.
Figure 5-4: Interactive panel frame P within the Image frame I
5.2.2 Panel Normalisation Algorithm
The diagram of Figure 5-5 shows different steps of the panel normalisation algorithm 
developed in this thesis. These building blocks will be explained in detail in Sections 
5.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.2:
1 Corner detection
Edge detection 
Canny
Automatic threshold 
Pruning connected components 
Or operation 
Edge Enhancement 
Corner finding 
2 Image Rectification
Figure 5-5: The building blocks of the panel normalisation algorithm
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5.2.2.1 Comer Detection
Comers in digital images are places where two strong edges meet. In the last twenty 
years, a number of comer detectors have been reported. For examples, consider those by 
Harris & Stephens (Harris, 1988), Wang & Brady (Wang, 1992) and the SUSAN 
algorithm (Smith, 1997). Most of these popular comer detectors work on the grey-scale 
image directly. Thus, they do not need to extract edge points before finding comers, they 
usually look for any comers in the image without prior knowledge.
In this thesis, a comer detection algorithm was developed to find the four comers of the 
interactive panel. The algorithm therefore aims firstly at edge detection and then at 
finding the four comers. The Comer detection algorithm for panel normalisation is made 
up of two steps, edge detection and comer finding.
Edge Detection
The aim of this step is to localise the borders of the interactive panel in the image field 
using edge detection as the first step in the boundary detection process. In this process, 
potential edge points are taken as corresponding to places in an image where rapid 
changes in brightness occur (Umbaugh, 1999) and are marked.
Edge detection for panel normalisation consists of five steps as follows:
1-Canny Edge Detection - One of the most popular edge detectors is that developed by 
Canny (Canny, 1986) who proposed a method for edge detection that produces three 
classes of edges using two different thresholds. All edges E h  above the high threshold 
level Th are retained and all edges E \ below the low threshold i ( are rejected. The
remaining edges (Em) are retained only if they are adjacent to the edges £ h or connected to 
E h  via E m. The Canny method is therefore less likely to be "fooled" by noise, and more 
likely to detect true weak edges (Mathswork, 2004).
The best values of the thresholds need to be calculated dynamically based on the image 
content, possibly fluctuating camera levels and viewing conditions (Rosin, 1997). 
Threshold values are selected using trial and error testing. Figure 5-6 shows the results of 
applying the Canny edge detector to an input image of a rectangle-shape panel with a 
black border.
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(b) Resulting image 
Figure 5-6: The application of Canny edge detection
It is clear from the figure that the Canny edge detector alone is insufficient for comer 
detection as it makes the straight lines into curves and misses some of the edge pixels, see 
the missing pixels in the internal edge of the black borders in Figure 5-6(b) which should 
have been recovered.
2-Automatic Thresholding - If the pixel intensity of the original image I lies below the 
difference between the mean and the standard deviation, then this pixel is set to 1 
otherwise it is set to 0, as in:
Ah(x>y)=1 V  /  (x,y) <= o  - o-)
/jb (x, y) = 0 Otherwise
The result of the threshold is illustrated in Figure 5-7 for the same input image in Figure 
5-6, where thick edge represents the black border of the panel with some noise.
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Figure 5-7: T h e  r e s u l t  o f  a u to m a t ic  th r e s h o ld in g
3-Pruning of Connected Components - Pruning connected components10 is applied on the 
foreground pixels (pixels of non-zero values). Pixel Ith(i, j) is set to zero if eight 8- 
neighbours are found, while preserved pixels with less than eight 8-neighbours (edge 
pixels always have less than eight 8-neighbours). The procedure is iterative and continues 
until every foreground pixel has less than eight 8-neighbours. The pruning process is 
formulated as:
/N (iJ) =0 I f N 8(/lh(i,j)) = 8 55
I n (i»j) = 1 Otherwise
Figure 5-8 illustrates an example of a 6x5 binary image of potential edge pixels E and 
none edge pixels N:
Figure 5-8: The application ofpruning connected components for edge detection
10 Connected components background is given in Appendix B.
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Figure 5-9 shows the results of pruning connected components applied on the threshold 
image Ith.
Figure 5-9: The result image ofpruning of connected components
4-OR operation - It is then possible to get the final edge image by applying the OR 
operation to the image /canny and /N as follows:
E  =  I Canny ®  ^.6
Figure 5-10 shows the result of the OR operation as the edges gets clearer. The edge in 
the figure is the actual result of combining the Canny edge detector, automatic 
thresholding and pruning connected components.
Figure 5-10: The result of combining Canny, automatic thresholding and pruning using the OR
operation
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5-Edge Enhancement and Noise Removal
Noise removal of connected components is a common step for removing undesirable 
artefacts (thin regions) created during the preceding image processing steps (Ritter & 
Wilson, 2001).
Because of its simplicity, the region-growing algorithm is selected here for noise 
removal. Region growing is a procedure that groups pixels or sub-regions into larger 
regions based on predefined criteria (Zucker, 1976). It is used here to remove small 
regions and retain the bigger ones using the following criteria:
• Count pixels in each region of each 8-neighbours connected component.
• If the number of pixels is lower than a predefined threshold Th then this region is 
considered as noise and its pixels will be set to zero. Threshold Th is selected using 
trial and error testing.
• Figure 5-11 shows the results of applying noise removal using region growing on the 
edge image E from figure 5-10. The internal and the external edges of the interactive 
panel’s border are clearly outlined.
Figure 5-11: The result of edge enhancement and noise removal
Finally, Figure 5-12 shows the five steps used to get clearly edges from the interactive 
panel in preparation for comer finding.
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Figure 5-12: The five stages of the edge detection algorithm
Corner Finding
To find the four comers of the interactive panel, a simple algorithm was developed which 
takes the edge image as an input, finds the minimum and the maximum of the x and y 
coordinates of the edge pixels and returns comer coordinates. The algorithm is structured 
as set out below in which:
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A lgorithm : F ind ing  Com er
E  is the binary edge image.
Ck(x, y) | k e[0, 3] are the four comers of the interactive panel.
w  is the width of image E
l  is the height of image E
X is a temporary one-dimensional array
Y is a temporary one-dimensional array
S tep  1:
n = m=0; // initialize counters 
f o r 'v =  1 to w  
f o r j=l to /
*/(E [ iJ ]  *0){
X [n] = i; // Store all x coordinates of the Edge pixels in one row array X 
Y [m] =j ; // Store all y coordinates of the Edge pixels in one row array Y 
N = n+1;
M  =  m +1; }
}
}
S tep  2:
Ci x = minimum (X); // find the minimum x coordinate of the edge pixels 
C2 x = maximum (X); // find the maximum x coordinate of the edge pixels 
C3y = minimum (Y); // find the minimum y coordinate of the edge pixels 
C4y = maximum (Y); // find the maximum y coordinate of the edge pixels 
S tep  3:
f o r  i = 1 to w  
f o r ] = l  to /
i f ( E ( i , j ) * 0 )
{ if (i = Cix) then Ciy =j; 
if (i = C2x)  then C2y =j; 
if (j = C3y ) then C3x  = i ; 
if (j = C4y ) then C4x = i ;
}
}
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5.2.2.2 Image rectification
With the four comers of the interactive panel established, a simple image warping (i.e. 
mapping of the comers to the actual comers of the image plane) is performed for each 
image in sequence. The result is a rectified image of the interactive panel that fills the 
image frame.
There are different approaches for image warping such as perspective, affine and bilinear 
(Glasbey, 1998). This section will show that warping a rectangular panel shape to the 
image frame is possible using two approaches, namely:
1. Affine warping- rotation, scaling and translation
2. Bilinear warping
Affine Warping - Rotation, Scaling and Translation
This method uses two comers of the interactive panel (e.g. ‘a’ and ‘b’ in Figure. 5-13), 
assuming it has a rectangle shape since the image frame is parallel with the workspace.
The transformation can be done by composing a rotation R, a scaling S and a translation 
dx, dy as given in Equations 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 respectively.
xo i 0 <C s 0 o' cos 6 -sin# 0' X
y0 - 0 1 dr 0 s 0 sin# cos# 0 y 5.7
i 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 l
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5.8xo = xs cosO -  ys sinO + dx yo =xss,\nO + yscosO + d v
5 cos# —s  sin # d x ~ X
To = 5 sin# ^cos# d , y 5.9
1 0 0 1 l
Figure 5-14 shows the results of applying translation, rotation and scaling on a 
rectangular shape.
Figure 5-14: Translation, rotation and scaling
There are four parameters that determine the mapping between the images coordinates 
and the interactive panel coordinates namely ; angle of rotation#, scale factor S (sx, sy) and 
two displacements x0, y0. Rotation # can be easily determined independently of the other 
parameters as follows:
<9 - arctan((jpfc - y a)(xb -  xa)) 5.10
Then two equations can be solved for sx and Sy: 
wsr =----------
5.11
y (yb-y „ )
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where w and / are the image width and image height respectively. 
Two further equations can then be used to solve for dx, and dy:
d w (**"*«)
* 2 2
d _ l {yb - y a) 
y 2 2
5.12
Figure 5-15 shows the application of image rectification using rotation, translation and 
scaling of an input image which contains an interactive panel marked with a black border 
on a bright background. In the rectified image in Figure 5-15(b), it is clear that the four 
comers of the interactive panel are located at the four comers of the image.
(a) The original image (b) The output image
Figure 5-15: The results of image rectification using rotation, translation and scaling,
B i l i n e a r  W a r p i n g  f o r  F o u r  p o i n t s
In the last section, it was assumed that the interactive panel will appear as a rectangle in 
the captured image frame. However, unless the interactive panel is precisely aligned 
parallel to the image frame, the resulting image will suffer from some perspective 
distortion. Image warping should therefore take in account correcting a quadrangle shape
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rather than a rectangle. In this case, four control points will be needed to perform the 
warping. The four comers of the interactive panel can be mapped to the four comers of 
the image as shown in Figure 5-16.
This type of mapping can be performed using the bilinear transformation formulated in 
the following equations:
x0 = c, xy + c2 X + c3 y + c4
y0 =ci *y + c2 x + c3 y + c4 , n
By assigning arbitrary coordinates to the comer pixels related to the interactive panel 
coordinates (e.g. (0,0), (0,1), (1,1), (1,0)), along with the image coordinates of the four 
comer points, it is possible to solve for the four parameters Ci, c2, c3, and c4, since each 
point contains two independent values x and y.
Figure 5-17 shows the application of image rectification using the bilinear warping 
approach on an input image which contains an interactive panel marked with black border 
on a bright background. It is clear from the red rectangle (which has been added for 
verification) that interactive panel in the input image is not a rectangle.
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It is also clear to see in the rectified image that the four comers of the interactive panel 
are located at the four comers of the image.
(a) The original image (b) The resulting image
Figure 5-17: An example of image rectification using bilinear warping.
5.3 Summary
This chapter has presented a panel normalisation technique which leads to a robust and 
stable environment even if the camera is tilted or the interactive panel slightly moved. It 
is argued that panel normalisation can work better when the user chooses an interactive 
panel that has a strong contrast levels with regard to its background to enable clear edge 
detection. An edge detection algorithm based on a sequence of steps was evolved to 
obtain the clear definition of the four edges. The resulting edges of the interactive panel 
then serve to define four comers, enabling bilinear warping based image rectification. 
Eventually, given the image coordinates of a point anywhere on the interactive plane (x, 
y), it is possible to invert the relationship and recover the coordinates of the point in 
relation to the interactive panel (Xo, y0).
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6  Change Detection for Toys 
Tracking and Turn Detection
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 5 has shown that the camera is maintained reasonably stationary where major 
changes in the frame im ages are caused by the toys and user’s hand m otions and that 
m otion o f the camera or the interactive panel can be corrected through the panel 
norm alisation algorithm. These changes play a significant part in toy tracking and user 
action analysis.
This chapter w ill discuss how to detect changes in the frame im age sequence according to 
the interaction m odes, whether turn-based or real-tim e. Section 6.2 w ill present change 
detection, which w ill enable the segm enting o f im ages into regions that represent toys. In 
addition, Section 6.2 .5  w ill describe m otion history as a reliable change detection 
technique for turn detection in a turn-based interaction mode. Then, in Section 6.3 , these 
regions w ill be labelled (in the case o f more than one toy having been m oved in the same 
tim e interval) and their m ovem ents calculated in Section 6.4 to extract their statistical 
properties, such as dim ensions, positions and orientations.
6.2 Change Detection
6.2.1 Overview
Tracking m oving objects over time is a com plex problem in computer vision and was an 
important research subject in the 1990s (Yang, 1992; Lowe, 1992; Coombs & Brown, 
1992).
Furthermore, m otion has been identified as a powerful feature for tracking m oving 
objects, which can reveal the shape o f m oving object as w ell as other characteristics such 
as speed and function (Shapiro, 2001).
Shapiro and Stockman have identified four general cases o f m otion as follow s:
-  Still camera, single m oving object and constant background
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-  Still camera, m ultiple m oving objects and constant background
-  M oving camera and relatively constant scene
-  M oving camera and several m oving objects
The sim plest case is when a camera observes a relatively constant background. M oving 
objects across that background w ill result in changes to the im age p ixels associated with 
these objects. These pixels w ill form som e regions (segm entations) with each region 
corresponding to one m oving object. A  common method for detecting changes in im age 
sequences, where the camera is stationary, involves image subtraction to generate some 
regions o f interest that represent the m oving objects. This method is referred to as “Image 
differencing” (Rosin, 1997).
There were tw o approaches suggested in the literature to performing image differencing 
(M orries, 2004). These are:
Background Subtraction us in s the reference background image - In this method, the main 
issue is to obtain a good estim ate o f the background and then each frame im age is 
compared (subtracted) with the background image. Various approaches can be used to 
select the background image; som e o f these approaches w ill be discussed in Section 
6.2.2.1.
Frame Differencing between two frame images o f  the same scene at different times -  This 
is performed by calculating the absolute values o f the difference between the 
corresponding pixels in two subsequent frames in the im age sequence. This has the 
advantage that a background image is not required as a reference im age since only the last 
tw o fram es are used for tracking. The disadvantage o f frame differentiating is that som e 
objects m ight becom e stationary for a period o f tim e, which makes them disappear in the 
differenced im age. Thus, only objects that have m oved between the last two frames are 
tracked.
In this thesis, both background subtraction and frame differencing are used for change 
detection in the interaction m odes as w ill be explained in the follow ing sections.
6.2.2 Change Detection - Turn-Based interaction Mode
In this thesis, a change detection approach was taken which com bines “frame 
differencing” and “background subtraction” in order to keep track o f all m oving toys on 
the background, and between frames in the tum-based interaction mode.
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One problem with im age differencing is  that there is a double region o f each toy in the 
difference im age, one where the toy w as in the last im age and the other region where it is 
in the current frame. One way to tackle this is to subtract the difference frame from a 
reference image, which represents the background (background subtraction).
Selecting the background image for background subtraction
There are various approaches used to obtain the background as a reference im age. One 
method is sim ply to take a picture o f the background without any m oving objects. An 
alternative approach is to estim ate the value o f background p ixels using a m oving 
average. In this approach, the value o f a particular background pixel is  estim ated as a 
w eighted average o f the previous values. Typically, p ixels in the very distant past should 
be w eighted at zero, and the w eights increase sm oothly (Forsyth & Ponce, 2003). The 
problem in im age averaging is that objects that remain m otionless for any period o f tim e 
w ill be m odelled as part o f the background (Stauffer, 1998).
Stauffer& Grimson (Stauffer, 1998) and Huttenlocher (Huttenlocher; 1993) used 
probabilistic m ethods to select the background, where each pixel in the frame is m odelled 
with a m ixture o f Gaussians. Incom ing p ixels are compared against the corresponding 
Gaussian mixture m odel and a match is sought. A  match is defined as a pixel value within
2.5 Standard D eviations o f a Gaussian. If a match is found, the parameters o f the 
m atching Gaussian are adjusted accordingly. However, if  no match can be found, the 
least probable distribution is replaced with a distribution that m odels the incom ing pixel. 
Gaussians that are more frequently matched are more likely to m odel background pixels 
and so incom ing pixels are classified accordingly. This algorithm has since been 
enhanced to improve its learning rate and to account for object shadows 
(KaewTraKulPong & Bowden, 2001).
H owever, maintaining a Gaussians M ixture M odel for every pixel is an enormous 
computational burden and results in low  frames rates.
The approach taken in this thesis is straightforward and fast by simply setting up the 
camera, empty the scene o f any m oving objects and storing the background frame im age 
as a reference.
The follow ing algorithm presents the four main steps in achieving change detection in a 
turn-based m ode w hile Figure 6-1 illustrates the inputs and the resulting im ages 
associated with each step. The algorithm starts by asking the user to capture the 
background im age (B ) at the beginning o f the application. This can be done by rem oving
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all the toys from the camera’s view  (the scene), so that the im age from the camera 
represents the background condition.
Then, in the first step, the algorithm subtracts the two captured frames I \  and I 2 to produce 
the “ s i l h o u e t t e  i m a g e ” representing the difference in the im age between the tw o frames. 
In step 2, this silhouette im age is subject to a thresholding process to differentiate 
betw een noise (noise m ight be caused by illum ination changes between the capture o f the 
tw o frame im ages) and true differences. The threshold level ( t )  is selected according to 
equation 6.1 as a linear com bination o f the mean (p ) and standard deviation (ct) o f the 
silhouette im age as follow s:
r = £j/z + k 2c r  6.1
where K \ ,  K 2 are constants, A  set o f experim ents with different values o f the 
coefficients k j  and k 2, has led to the adoption o f the values k j  = 4 and k 2-  2. The resulting 
im age 7dlff contains tw o regions, where one region represents the m oving toy and one is 
part o f the background. Step 3 then performs the background subtraction on im age l m -  In 
step 4, all non-zero p ixels are filled  from the original frame im age ( I 2)  to obtain the output 
im age O  and thus obtaining the region, which represent the m oving toy.
Finally, the frame I 2 is stored as frame I \ .  Then new captured frame from the camera w ill 
then be stored in I 2 and the process repeated.
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Algorithm: Change detection for turn-based interaction mode
O  Output colour image
k e [1,3] RGB-colour channels
/e  [0,W-1], j  e [0,H-1] where W: image width, H: image height
x Threshold
B  Manual background capture
I \ Automatic frame capture
/2 Next frame capture
&
S te p  1 F ra m e d ifferencin g:
W l  (’> M )  = I71 (*>
S te p  2 T h resh o ld in g  1:
h m  ( i  , j , k )  = / 2( i  , j , k )  i f  I a m i i j t k )  > r  
h m  ( i  J , k ) = 0 O t h e r w i s e
S te p  3 B a ck g ro u n d  S u btraction :
7diff2 i f 7diffi > 0
S te p  4  O utput:
0 ( i ,  j , k )  =  I 2 ( i ,  j ,  k )  i f  I m 2  (/, j ,  k ) *  0 
0 ( i ,  j ,  k )  =  0 O t h e r w i s e
C o p y  I\=I2
As already indicated, Figure 6-1 shows the input images and the resulting images 
associated with each step of the change detection algorithm in turn-based interaction 
mode. As can be seen from the figure, the moved toys are represented by regions. These 
regions will not then be changed until the user performs another task within the camera’s 
view.
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Figure 6-1: The original images and the results images oj the four steps of the change detection 
algorithm in the turn-based interaction mode
If more than one toy has been moved at the same time, an image labelling process needs 
to be used in order to decide which region belongs to which toy. The image-labelling 
algorithm will be presented in Section 6-3.
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6.2.3 Change Detection: Real-Time Background-Dependent 
Mode
In contrast to the turn-based interaction m ode, the real-time-background-dependent 
interaction m ode, users m ove toy or toys continuously in relation to the background. 
Therefore, background subtraction is adequate to track the m oving toys. In addition, 
thresholding process is required to elim inate the noise caused by the illum ination changes 
between the capture o f the two frames (see Section 6.1 .2  for details o f the thresholding 
process). The follow ing algorithm show s two steps o f change detection for real-tim e- 
background-dependent mode. The algorithm obtains the background image B manually, 
and then subtracts it sequentially from each new frame 7. Finally, the algorithm performs 
thresholding process for noise removing.
A lgorithm : Change detection fo r real-tim e background-dependent mode
O  The output RG B-colour im age
x Pre-defined threshold
B  Manual background capture
/e  [0,W -1], j  e  [OJH-l] where W: image width, H: im age height 
k € [1,3] RGB-colour channels
New frame im age I  
S t e p 1 B a ck g ro u n d  Su btraction :
g l <w 0 , h  k) =  | I(U 7 , k) -  B(i, j ,  k)\
§o:
S t e p 2 T h resh o ld in g  an d  th e  output:
___ 0 ( i  , j , k ) = / ( i  , j , k )  i f  ( i  , j ,  k  ) > t
O  ( i , j ,  k ) =  0  O t h e r w i s e
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Figure 6-2 shows an input image along with the resulting images following background 
subtraction and thresholding.
(a) Original image (b) Image after background (c) Image after thresholdingsubtraction
Figure 6-2: An example of change detection for real-time interaction mode
6.2.4 Change Detection: Real-Time Background-Independent 
Mode
In this mode, the changes between successive frames are tracked by using ‘frames 
differencing’ instead of ‘background subtraction’. This means that the user does not need 
to store the background image as in the other two interaction modes.
The following algorithm shows the three steps making up the change detection algorithm 
for the real-time-background-independent mode. Each two frames f  and I2 in sequence 
are differentiated and the thresholding process applied to obtain a segmented region that 
represents the moving toy (see Section 6.1.2 for thresholding process). Then the 
algorithm eliminates the small regions (false noise regions) caused by of the illumination 
changes between two captured frames. If the number of pixels C (of the segmented 
region) is less than a predefined value N, then the region is considered as a noise region 
and will be discarded.
N is identified by running the algorithm for five minutes on an empty background without 
moving toys and under different lighting conditions (e.g. bright and dark). The number of 
pixels C in each difference image is recorded and then N is calculated, as follows:
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Re
pea
t
N = Average (C) 6.2
Algorithm: Change Detection real-time background-independent
O  The output R G B - c o l o u r  image
z  Pre-defmed threshold
C The number o f non-zero pixels in one silhouette im age
N  N oise Threshold
z'e [0,W-1], j  e  [0,H-1] where W: image width, H: image height
k e  [1,3] R G B - c o l o u r  channels
N ew  frame im age I 2.
Step  1 F ra m e D ifferen c in g
I  off (h  j , k )  =  \li (h  j , k )  - 12 ( i, j , A:)|
Step  2  T h resh o ld in g
O  (i,j,k)=/2(i,j,k) i f  I &B (z , j , k  ) > r  
O  ( i, j, k ) = 0 O th erw ise
Step  3  E lim in a tio n  o f  p ixels  ca u sed  b y  je r k y  m o vem en ts
If C < N  the region w ill be discarded
Figure 6-3 show s the input and output im ages o f the change detection process o f the real­
tim e background-independent mode where the number o f pixels o f the tracked region C is 
higher than the threshold N:
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(a) Original image (b) Resulting image
Figure 6-3: An example of change detection in real-time-background-independent interaction mode C=65833 > N=200
6.2.5 Motion History Approach to Turn Detection
It was mentioned in Section 4.3.1 that a novel approach was developed in this thesis for 
turn detection in the turn-based interaction mode. This approach relies on the combination 
of hand and skin detection and motion detection techniques. This section will explain the 
operation of the motion history detection algorithm while section 7.5 will explain the 
hand and skin detection algorithm.
Users’ interaction with the system causes major changes to a large number of pixel values 
in the frame sequence and usually takes at least 1 sec (i.e. 8 motion duration) from start 
to end. These changes will be referred to as ‘Major Motion. ‘Minor Motion ’ can then be 
described as slight changes in the pixels value over a short period of time. This can be 
caused by shadows or small objects movement.
Previous work has shown that motion over a frame sequence can be stored in a Motion 
History Image (MHI) (Davis & Bobick, 1997; Bradski, 2000). Every frame image, the 
MHI image is updated with the latest motions (changed pixels) for a period of time 8 
(typically one second). Pixels older than 8 will then be discarded and new motion pixels 
added to the image. This method is referred to as Motion History (Bradski, 2000). In this 
dissertation, motion history has been utilized for detecting Major Motion, and thus for 
turn detection. An example of a MHI image is shown in Figure 6-4.
The following algorithm describes the four different stages involved in detecting Major 
Motion. The first step is to obtain the silhouette image (i.e. difference image) 7Su as the 
result of frame differencing between a two-frame sequence 7j and I2. The silhouette image
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/aii is  then used as a mask im age enabling the assignment o f the current timestamp value 
( t s)  (a floating point timestamp in the format: seconds.m illiseconds) to those M H I  pixels 
that have corresponding non-zero silhouette pixels. The M H I  p ixels older than (/, - S )  are 
also cleared if  the corresponding silhouette values are 0. This procedure w ill create a 
layered representation o f the m otion in the M H I .
The m ost recent m otion has the highest value and earlier m otions decreasing values. 
Typically, this highest value is a floating point timestamp in m illiseconds o f the time 
elapsed since the application was launched. Finally, if  the number o f m otion pixels is 
more than a constant threshold M , that means there is a Major M otion. Otherwise, there is 
a M inor M otion or no m otion at all. M is  defined by running the algorithm w hile small 
m otions are caused by different types o f things such as, fingers hair and shadow. Every 
frame the number o f non-zero C p ixels in the M H I  im age is recorded. Then M is 
calculated as follow s:
M  = Average (C ) 6.3
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A lgorithm : M ajor M otion Detection
7i and h  Two frame im ages in sequence
la , Silhouette im age that has non-zero pixels where the m otion occurs.
MHI M otion history image
S  M aximal constant duration o f motion track in m illiseconds
N  M otion threshold
t Pre-defmed threshold
t s Current time-stamp
ts = ClockO / CLOCKSPERSEC;
where CLOCKS_PER_SEC=1000, clock () returns the number o f clock ticks elapsed. 
S tep  1 S ilh ou ette  G en era tio n
= \iAx, y ) - h { x , y ) \
S tep  2  T h resh old in g:
ith(x >y) = 1 if idiff(x»y)>T 
I* ( x, y) =0 otherwise
S tep  3  U p d a te  M o tion  H isto ry
//  update MHI and rem ove older m otions after 8  duration
M H I ( x ,y )  =  t s  i f  I th( x , y ) *  0  
M H I ( x ,y )  =  0  i f  M H I =  ( t s - 8 )
S tep  4  C h eck  fo r  a  m otion  in  a  la rg e  n u m b er  o f  p ixels
M ajor M otion if  C > M  
M inor M otion if  C <= M
Figure 6-4 show s an input image with m oving hand alongside an M H I  image. In the M H I  
im age, the current silhouette is in bright white, w hile past m otions appear in dimmer 
shades o f grey. This m otion is considered as a Major M otion as the number o f non-zero 
foreground pixels C is more than the threshold M. The red arrow in the M H I  im age shows 
the direction o f the motion.
9 0
(a) Input image (b) Corresponding MH1 image
F igure 6-4\ A hand moving a toy
Figure 6-5 shows a histogram that illustrates a number of pixels C in motion in the 
Motion History Image MHI against the time-stamp ts. It is clear that when the user is 
performing a task, the number of pixels C in motion is either zero or less than the 
threshold M in the case of Minor Motion (see Figure 6-5(a)). Whereas C is rather high in 
the case of Major Motion (see Figure 6-5(b)).
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(a) An MH1 image with Minor Motion (b) An MH1 image with Major Motion
Figure 6-5: A histogram of an MHI image of turn-based interaction mode
6.2.6 Labelling connected components
It has been found so far that change detection leads to regional segmentation. The number 
of segmented regions is the same as the number of toys moved in the time interval. The 
simplest case is when only one toy moves each time, which means that there will be only 
one segmented region per image.
If more than one toy is moved in the same time interval, then the corresponding regions 
have to be identified in order to become the inputs to higher-level procedures that
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perform decision-m aking tasks such as toy positioning and identification. In the case o f 
m ultiple toys, an important process that needs to be performed on im ages prior to region 
analysis is that referred to as “ L a b e l l i n g  C o n n e c t e d  C o m p o n e n t s ”. Labelling connected 
com ponents assigns each region a unique label to separate it from  all others. A ll the 
pixels w ithin a labelled region are assigned the same label.
D ifferent approaches were taken in the literature to performing fast and a sim ple 
connected-com ponents labelling. The original labelling algorithm w as developed by 
R osnefeld and Pfaltz (Rosnefeld, 1966). It performs two passes through the image. In the 
first pass, the im age is processed from left to right and top to bottom  to generate labels for 
each pixel and all o f its equivalent labels are stored in a pair o f arrays, one containing all 
current labels and the other the m inimal equivalent labels o f those current labels. In the 
second pass, each label is replaced by the label assigned to its equivalent class.
Haralick (Haralick, 1981), and Lumia et al. (Lumia, 1983) have attempted to improving 
on the first method and rem oving the extra storage requirement for the pair o f Arrays.
In addition, a “Recursive Labelling” algorithm was described by Shaprio and Stockman 
(Shapiro, 2001) assum es that the entire im age can fit into memory, therefore it repeats 
calling a recursive function “search” to find 8-neighbours o f each labelled pixel. This 
algorithm works w ell for sm all regions, w hile causing fatal memory errors when trying to 
label large regions.
In this dissertation, a fast technique has been developed for labelling connected 
com ponents where the execution tim e is directly proportional to the size o f the image. 
The follow ing algorithm shows the developed labelling technique used to find the 
connected com ponents o f the 1-p ixels (i.e. non-zero pixels) o f a binary image I o f width 
w  and height /  to produce a labelled output im age LI.
The algorithm initializes the labelling im age LI and negates the binary im age I, so that all 
the 1-p ixels becom e -Is  (negative). This is essential to distinguish the unprocessed pixels 
(-1) from those o f component w ith label 1. Then the process o f finding the connected 
com ponents becom es one o f finding a pixel w hose value is -1 in im age I and 0 in im age 
LI. W hen finding this pixel (-1 in I and 0 in LI), the algorithm assigns it a new label and 
jump to find its 8-neighbours, N 8(LB( i , j ) that have value -1, (see Appendix B for 8- 
neighbour connected com ponents).
If a neighbour is found, then assign it the same label and assign C heckl to 1. Repeat the 
process for these neighbours until all the connected com ponents o f this region have been
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found and labeled. Then, if Checkl equal to 0 that means new connected components 
need to be found and labelled (label = label +1).
Algorithm: Label the connected components in a binary image
I  Original binary image
LI The labelled connected component image.
w Width of image I
l Height of image I
label =1; 
negate ( I ); 
initialize ( L I ); 
r*- next_object:
for  i = 1 to w-\ { 
fo r  j = 1 to l-1 {
i f ( I ( i , j  ) =  -l a n d L I { i , j  ) = = 0 )
{
L I ( i , j  ) =label; 
goto labelling; ----
}
}
}
[“►  Labelling: M___
Checkl =0; 
for  i = 1 to w-1 {
far  j = 1 to l-1 { <
if  (/ (/ , j  ) =  0 or LI{ i , j  )± 0 )
continue; -------------------
i f  N s tU O  , j  ) )  =  label;
LI ( i J ) = label;
Checkl = 1;
}
}
//Checkl =  1 
goto Labelling;
else
label = label + 1;
---  goto next_object;
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Figure 6-6 shows a binary image with three non-zero regions along with the result binary 
image resulting from the labelling o f connected components. Three labels ‘1’, ’2 ’ and ‘3 ’ 
are assigned to the pixels of the three regions respectively.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(a) Original binary image
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 3 3 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(b) Labelled binary image
Figure 6-6: The a pp lica tion  o f  labellin g  to connected  com ponents
Figure 6-7 demonstrates the results o f the labelling connected components algorithm on 
an RGB-input image.
(a) Original image (b) Resulting image
Figure 6-7: An exam ple o f  app ly in g  the labellin g  con n ected  com ponents algorithm  to an im age  
contain ing co lou red  ob jects
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6.3 Region Description using Moments
Image moments are generic and usually intuitive descriptors that provide a useful 
summary of region information and have been widely used to obtain region properties 
and to perform shape analysis, often for binary images (Hu, 1962; Dudani, 1977).
The calculation of the moments involves sums over all the pixels of an image or a defmed 
region, and thus are robust against small pixel value changes. They can determine various 
attributes of segmented regions (e.g. region centroid and size) in a scene by inferring to 
the equivalent rectangle (or ellipse), which has the same moments as those measured in 
the object region (Horn, 1986).
In this thesis, image moments give efficient measures of a region’s properties, namely:
1. The centroid (Xc, yc) (i.e. centre of mass) which is the point used to specify a 
region’s position
2. The lengths of the major axis w and the minor axis /, from the column axis of 
the region
3. The orientation 0„ which refers to how the region lies in the image plane 
These properties can be calculated as follows:
The general two-dimensional [p + qf" order moments of a binary image /  are defmed as:
where p& q = 0,1,2,.....
Let I(x; y) be the image intensity at a position x, y, then the image moments, up to second 
order, are:
6.4
A
x y x y
x y
6.5
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Where M00 is the area of the region (i.e. the number of foreground pixels). The 
coordinates of the centroid c of a given region can be given as:
M n ; y c
Mo 6.6
The length / and the width w of the equivalent rectangle of the region are given by:
w = 4al ( a  +  c ) - y / b 2 + ( a - c f
Where the intermediate variables a, b, and c are:
a  =  — — ~ x 2 ; b  =  2 (— u—  x v ) ; c  =  — —  -  v
00 ^00 ^00
Finally, the orientation Oof the equivalent rectangle is given by:
arctan
0  =
f  2 b  ^i -----
\ a - c )
6.7
6.8
6.9
6.10
The following three special cases need to be considered:
a) b = 0 and a > c
The major axis is oriented at an angle of -90° clockwise from the column axis and has a 
length of 4a1/2. The minor axis is oriented at an angle of 0° clockwise from the column 
axis and has a length of 4c1/2, (see Figure 6-8).
b) b = 0 and a < c
The major axis is oriented at an angle of 0° clockwise from the column axis and has a 
length of 4c1/2. The minor axis is oriented at an angle of -90° clockwise from the column 
axis and has a length of 4a1/2.
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c) b < 0 or a < c
The major axis is oriented at an angle -|9°| clockwise with respect to the column axis and 
has a length o f w . The minor axis is oriented 90 clockwise from the major axis and has a 
length o f /.
a) b = 0 and a > c b) b  = 0 and a < c c) b <  0  or a  < c
Figure 6-8: Illustrations o f  three S p e c ia l cases o f  the M om ents in term ediate variables.
Figure 6-9 shows three example images o f segmented regions along with the equivalent 
rectangles and the major and minor axes from the column axis of each region. The 
centroid o f tracked toy is represented by a red circle, (a blue circle with a pointer shows 
the orientation).
dependent mode independent mode
Figure 6-9: E xam ple im ages w ith the resu lts  o f  m om ent ca lcu la tion s in three interaction m odes
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6.4 Summary
This chapter discussed and explained a number of algorithms, which are themselves the 
building blocks of the interaction mode algorithms presented in Chapter 4. In the course 
of this discussion, it was shown that image differencing was an essential approach for 
change detection in the three interaction modes and that:
-  Background subtraction and frame differencing were combined to extract 
regions that represent moved toys in the turn-based interaction mode.
-  Background subtraction was used to detect changes in the real-time 
background-dependent interaction mode.
-  Frame differencing was used to detect changes in the real-time background- 
independent interaction mode.
In addition, image differencing was used to build a Motion History Image (MHI), which 
was then used in determining whether or not the user is performing a task within the 
camera’s view as part of the turn detection process. In the case of multiple moved toys, 
the extracted regions were essential to be identified using ‘labelling connected 
components’ process.
Region descriptors such as dimensions, positions and orientations were obtained using the 
image moments method.
In the next chapter, algorithms related to colour recognition will be presented as a natural 
continuation of the work described in this chapter.
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7  Colour Recognition
7.1 Introduction
In chapter 5, it was explained that object recognition is an essential technique for toy 
identification in the Interactive Toys Environment. This chapter extends the discussion 
from Chapter 6 to consider the use of colour within the object recognition structure and 
process.
Object recognition is an open and complex topic in computer vision and image 
processing. Colours, shapes and other object characteristics can be utilised to recognise 
an object. However, the object recognition problem was reduced in this thesis to that of 
colour recognition to identify toys of uniform colour. In addition, the concept of colour 
recognition was built upon the skin detection technique which is an essential requirement 
for turn detection.
This chapter will give an overview of colour images, and how the use of colour spaces in 
particular, can be a powerful tool for colour classification (Section 7.3). The chapter will 
also consider the background to the image pre-processing used in this work to prepare the 
input colour images for colour recognition (Section 7.4) after which skin colour detection 
will be presented (Section 7.5). Finally, the chapter demonstrates the use of the colour 
recognition algorithm as a reliable and computationally inexpensive approach for toy 
identification.
7.2 Grey-Scale Images
A grey-scaled image is a digital image with a single intensity value per pixel, reducing 
the amount of data required by using one channel instead of three channels to represent an 
image. For example, the simplest conversion from colour-scaled image to grey-scaled 
image is formulated as the average pixel intensity of the three colour channels. This can 
be expressed as:
/(* y ) = + +
1 0 0
However, by converting colour images to a grey-scale image a considerable amount of 
information will be lost, in particular the edges information o f objects in the image. 
Figure 7-1 shows a grey-scaled image from original colour-scaled image. Note that the 
boundaries between some o f the regions are lost.
(a) C olou r im age (b) Resulting grey-scale image
Figure 7-1: C onversion  o f  co lou r-sca led  im ag ed  into grey-sca led  im age using avera g in g  m ethod
7.3 Colour-Scale Images
7.3.1 Introduction
The previous section has shown that grey-scale images reduce the scene information 
content, which may be important for the application. The colour content o f an image is 
therefore an important attribute for scene understanding and analysis. A colour image 
can be modelled as three image components (or channels) where each component 
corresponds to different colour. Numerically modelling colour in a three dimensional 
coordinates system is commonly referred to as “colour space”. The notion o f a perceptual 
colour space is to model the colour volume so as to better correspond to the way in which 
the human eye perceives colour and relative intensities. The colour spaces most often 
used in computer vision applications are RGB, Normalized RGB, HIS (HSV) and YCbCr 
spaces (Shapiro, 2001). These colour spaces will be explained as follows:
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The RGB colour space is the simplest and most common colour space and uses Red, 
Green, and Blue components. Using the 8-bit monochrome standard as a model, the 
corresponding colour image would have 24 bits (8-bits for each o f the three colour 
channels).
RGB is mostly used for colour monitors and scanners. RGB makes three primaries (i.e. 
channels) for additive light, but not for subtractive. Additive means that colours are 
created by adding components to black (0, 0, 0). Subtractive means that light reflected off 
a surface (what the surface does not absorb). Therefore, for many applications, RGB 
colour information has to be transferred into a mathematical space that decouples the 
brightness information from the colour information.
Once this is done, the image information consists of a one-dimensional brightness (i.e. 
luminance) space and two-dimensional colour space, which does not contain any 
brightness information. However, it typically contains information regarding the relative 
amounts o f the different colours. The RGB space and its corresponding colour cube can 
be seen in Figure 7-2 (RGB colour cube is 3-D illustration for RGB colour model). The 
origin represents black and the opposite vertex o f the cube represents white. In the colour 
cube, red is (255, 0, 0), green is (0, 255, 0), and blue is (0, 0, 255).
7 . 3 .2  R G B  c o l o u r  s p a c e
G
Figure 7-2: R G B  co lo u r cube
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The Red, Green, and Blue components of Normalised RGB (or Normalised-rg) space can 
be obtained from the three components of RGB space using the following formulations:
7.3.3 Normalised RGB colour space
R
1 (R+G+B)
= G
8 (R+G+B)
b -  -B -(R+G+B)
where r, g and b each lie in the range (0.0,1.0).
These equations normalise the individual colour components to the sum of the Red, 
Green and Blue components. The three components of the Normalized RGB space are 
redundant because:
r +  g +  b = 1 7.3
7.3.4 HSI colour space
The Hue-Saturation-Intensity (HSI) space encodes colour information by separating out 
an overall intensity value I from two values encoding chromaticity, namely Hue (H) and 
saturation (S). A related three dimensional representation is referred to as a ‘Hexacone ’ 
and is shown in Figure 7-3. In the Hexacone, the angle around the hexagon is Hue, and 
distance from the centre axis is Saturation. Intensity is then plotted on the vertical axis. 
By increasing the intensity value, everything become less saturated and eventually 
becomes pure white. At zero intensity, everything fades to black.
The Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) space is similar to the HSI space, using the term value 
instead of intensity. Determination of the HSI is computationally complex as is shown by 
Equations 7.3, where the Red, Green and Blue channels of RGB colour space are 
converted to Hue, Saturation and Intensity value:
3 (R + G + B) 7.4
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5  = 1 min ( R , G , B )
H  =  cos
/ /  = 360 -  cos
(2 R - G - B )
2 ^ ( R - G ) 2 + ( R - B ) ( G - B ) ]  
(2 R - G - B )
i f  B  < G
2 ^ /[ (R -G )J + ( R - B ) ( G - B ) ]
i f  B
7.5
Figure 7-3: HSV hexacone
7.3.5 YCbCr colour space
The YCbCr colour space was established in 1982 by the International 
Telecommunications Union-Radio (ITU-R) as the basis for building digital video 
compression and processing algorithms such as JPEG and MPEG. In this colour space, 
luminance information is stored as a single component Y, and chrominance information is 
stored as two colour-difference components Cb and Cr. Thus, Cb represents the 
difference between the blue component and Y and Cr represents the difference between 
the red component and Y. The RGB to YCbCr colour space converter is designed to 
perform the following actions:
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Y  = 0.2995 + 0.587G + 0.1145 
C = 5 - T  = 0.7015-0.587G-0.1145 7.6
C b = B - Y  = -0.299R  -  0.587G + 0.8865
The rationale behind these coefficients can be found by considering that the luminance 
subtracted blue (B-Y) signal reaches its extreme values at blue (R=0, G=0, B = l, 
Y=0.114, B-Y=0.886) and yellow (R =l, G = l, B=0, Y=0.886, B-Y=-0.886). Similarly, 
extreme values o f the luminance subtracted red (R-Y) signal reaches its extreme values at 
cyan (R=0, G = l, B = l, Y=0.114, R-Y=-0.886) and red (R =l, G=0, B=0, Y=0.299, R- 
Y=0.701). See Figure 7-4 for the YCbCr colour representation in relation to the RGB 
cube.
In practice, the Y value is encoded using more bits than the bits used for Cr and Cb 
because the human visual system is more sensitive to luminance than to the chromaticity 
values.
(0. 0 5, 0 5)
Figure 7-4: YCbCr co lou r sp a ce  cube in relation  to the RGB co lou r space cube
Table 7-1 shows the channel sequences and ranges of the four colour spaces RGB, HSI, 
Normalised-rg and YCrCb
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Table 7-1: Colour channel sequences and ranges
C olou r S pace Channel 1 Range Channel 2 Range Channel 3 Range
RGB B 0-255 G 0-255 R 0-255
HSI H 0-360 S 0-1 I 0-1
Normalized RGB r 0 -1 9 0-1 b 0-1
YCrCb Y 0-255 Cr 0-255 Cb 0-255
7.4 Image pre-processing for colour recognition
Pre-processing techniques aim at enhancing specific image features or elimination of 
image information that is not required in order to prepare the image for further processing 
such as segmentation.
Image segmentation is the process of grouping the image into homogenous regions 
according to certain image characteristics such as colour. The essential difference 
between colour segmentation and colour recognition is that the former uses colour to 
separate objects without a priori knowledge about the image while the latter attempts to 
recognize colours of known colour characteristics. Although the two problems are the 
inverse of each other, results from segmentation can be useful in recognition (CVOnline, 
2004).
There are different techniques for image pre-processing. The most common way is to 
smooth an image and convolve it with a spatial filter kernel that has the characteristics of 
the filter. Convolution (in an image-processing context) is a simple mathematical 
operation which provides a way of multiplying together two arrays, one of which is the 
original input image while the second is usually a smaller two dimensional array normally 
referred to as the ‘Convolution kernel’. The convolution is performed by sliding the 
kernel over the image, generally starting at the top left comer, and then moving through 
all the positions where it fits entirely within the boundaries of the image. Let I  be the 
original image and K the filter kernel. The convolution may be written as:
0 ( i j ) = f £ i ( i - k + i , j - i +\)K(k,r) 7.7*=i 1=1
Where, i runs from 1 to M  - m + 1 and j  runs from 1 to N  - n + 1.
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Image Pyramids for image smoothing
The pyramid provides a hierarchical smoothing, segmentation, and hierarchical 
computing structure that supports fast analysis and search algorithms (OpenCV Manual, 
2004).
Burt et al. (Burt, 1981) developed a new approach to enhance images with less processing 
time by using “Image Pyramids”. An image pyramid usually defined as the representation 
of a digital image at different resolution levels (multiresolution). Each of these images, a 
smoother version of the original image at different scales and with fewer uniform regions. 
By choosing Gaussian kernel as a smoothing kernel for the image pyramid it is possible 
to get a set of low-resolution filtered images (the image Pyramid) which are referred to as 
a ‘Gaussian pyramid ’. Gaussian distribution has the form:
Figure 7-5 represents a Gaussian distribution (Gaussian hump) with mean /i = (0, 
0) and standard deviation cr=l
J^+V2
7.8
0.2
0.15
S  0.1
<5
0.05
0
X
Figure 7-5: T w o-dim ensional G aussian  distribu tion  w ith  m ean (0, 0) a n d  a  =  1
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The Gaussian pyramid has two important properties for image smoothing, these are:
1-‘Pyramid Down’ performs the down-sampling step o f Gaussian pyramid 
decomposition. First, it convolves the source image with the Gaussian operator and 
then down-samples the image by rejecting even rows and columns. The convolved 
image is two times smaller than the source image. This process can be continued as 
far as desired or until the image size is one pixel. Figure 7-6 shows three steps o f  
building a Gaussian Pyramid over a 240 x 180 image o f a hand on a complex- 
coloured background. 2
Figure 7-6: R esults o f  app lyin g  three tim es ‘P yra m id  d o w n ' sam plin g  m ethod
2- P y r a m id  U p ’ performs the up-sampling step of the Gaussian Pyramid decomposition. 
First, it up-samples the source image by injecting even zero rows and columns and 
then convolves the resulting image with the Gaussian operator. Thus the destination 
image is two times larger than the source image. Figure 7-7, shows three steps o f up 
sampling o f a Gaussian Pyramid over the final output image shown in Figure 7-7.
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Src Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Figure 7-7: R esu lts  o f  app lyin g  three tim es ‘P yra m id  dow n ’ sam plin g  m ethod
Two steps o f pyramid up-sampling and down-sampling are utilised in this thesis to 
prepare the input frame images for skin detection and colour recognition as will be 
explained in the remainder o f this chapter.
7.5 Detection of Skin Colour for Turn Detection
It was mentioned in Section 4.3.1 that a novel approach was developed in this thesis for 
turn detection in the turn-based interaction mode. This approach relies on the combination 
of skin detection and motion detection techniques. The following sections will present 
research on skm detection and show how skin pixels can be classified differently in a 
number o f colour spaces. Then hand skin detection algorithm developed in this thesis will 
then be described in detail.
7.5.1 Skin detection
Skin detection has been gaining popularity and importance in the computer vision 
community, for example those by Zarit et al. (Zarit, 1999), Terrillon et al. (Terrillon 
2000) and Brand & Mason (Brand, 2000). It can be defined as the process o f selecting 
which pixels o f a given image correspond to human skin involving a pre-process of 
colour space transformation and skin classification.
A simple method to build a skin classifier is to define explicitly the boundaries o f skin 
cluster in some colour space, for example, Chai & Ngan (Chai, 1998), Fleck et al. (Fleck,
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1996) and Jordao et al. (Jordao, 1999). This method needs to find both a good colour 
space and adequate decision rules to build a rapid skin classifier.
7.5.2 Selection of colour space for skin detection
Several colour spaces have been proposed in the literature for skin detection applications. 
Jones and Rehg (Jones, 1999) proposed skin / non-skin models based on distributions in 
RGB space for skin detection. A skin pixel classifier is devised through likelihood ratio 
approach, and a prior probability was determined based on threshold values. However, 
human skin colours differ in RGB space from person to person Yang and Ahuja (Yang, 
1998). Moreover, high correlation between channels and luminance data make RGB a not 
very favourable choice for colour analysis and colour based recognition algorithms.
The HSV colour space has been proposed by Sobottka & Pitas and Saxe & Foulds 
(Sobottka, 1996; Saxe, 1996) because of the explicit discrimination between luminance 
and chrominance properties and also as it is more closely related to human colour 
perception. However, the shape of the human skin colour cluster in HSV space which is 
difficult to be represented mathematically.
In Yang and Ahuja (Yang, 1998) two components of the Normalized RGB colour space (r 
and g) have been proposed to minimize luminance dependence. However, skin colour 
covers almost all of the rg-colour space, which adds complexity to the skin detection 
problem.
Finally, YCbCr has been broadly used since the skin pixels form a compact cluster in the 
Cb-Cr plane. As YCbCr is also used in video coding and hence no transcoding is needed, 
this colour space has been used in skin detection applications where the video sequence is 
compressed (Albiol, 2000; Wang, 1997).
In order to decide which colour space achieves the best results for the Interactive Toys 
Environment, a training phase was undertaken to determine the nature of the hand pixels 
using three sample sets of hand images belonging to three ethnic groups; Caucasian, 
African and Asian. Hand skin images were collected from a top-down web camera under 
a variety of illumination conditions at different distances from the camera. Segmentation 
was applied to the samples and skin regions were selected manually and placed in one 
image “test-skin-image”. Non-skin data such as rings, nail polish was manually removed. 
The “test-skin-image” then contained 3, 50, 000 skin pixels. The plot of the “test-skin- 
image” in R-G space is illustrated by the graph of Figure 7-8. This graph allows the 
visualization of the skin colour along the R and G axes. It is clear that a single cluster is
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generated by the samples. However, these samples occupy a relatively large range o f the 
total colour space.
Figure 7-8: Hum an h an d skin sam ples p lo tte d  in RG space
Each sample pixels in the “test-skin-image” were then mapped into Normalized rg-colour 
space. The plot o f the “test-skin-image” in rg-colour space is illustrated by the graph of 
Figure 7-9. It is possible to see from the graph that the skin colour tends to cluster on 
three areas o f the rg-colour space; one cluster for Caucasian, one for African and another 
for Asian. This causes a searching complex for the skin colour which covers almost all of 
the rg-colour space.
I l l
rFigure 7-9: Hum an hand skin sam ples p lo tte d  in Normalised-rg space
Each sample pixels in the “test-skin-image” were then converted into HSV space, the 
luminosity was discarded and the results focused on the Hue-Saturation-space (HS 
space). The HS components are plotted in polar coordinates in Figure 7-10 where the HS 
space shows a tighter cluster. Hue being the angle Pranging from 0 to 360 with red at 6  
=  0 and Saturation ranges from 0 to 1. The human skin colours cover almost all the S 
values for a limited H range. This leaves the S range ineffective in detecting the human 
skin, and makes it difficult to detect the skin colour based on the H by itself.
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Figure 7-10: Hum an hand skin sam ples p lo tte d  in HS space
Finally, the sample pixels in the “test-skin-image” were converted into YCbCr form and 
the luminosity Y discarded in order to focus on the two-dimensional space Cb-Cr. The 
results can be seen in graph o f Figure 7-11.
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Figure 7-11: Human hand skin sam ples p lo tte d  in Cb-Cr space
The skin colour pixels for Caucasian, African and Asian subjects were narrowly 
distributed and formed a compact cluster in the Cb-Cr plane. This cluster has minimum 
and maximum values over the Cr and Cb axes which will be referred to as the ‘Rcr and 
Rcb skin ranges’. The respective ranges RCT and Rcb can be obtained from the Cb-Cr plot 
shown in Figure 7-11 as follows:
Rcr = [138,178] 
*cb = [77,137] 7.9
Figure 7 -12(a) shows a colour image with a user’s hand moving an object on a bright 
background. In Figure 7-12(b) this image is converted into YCbCr with each channel (Y, 
Cr and Cb) shown as a grey-scale intensity image. In Figure 7-12(c) the same input image 
is converted into HSV colour space and each channel (Hue, Saturation and Intensity) is 
again shown as a grey-scale intensity image.
Although the saturation image provides a clear segmentation between the skin and other 
areas o f the image, it is difficult to segment the skin in the Hue channel. It can be seen 
that combining both Cr and Cb images provides a clearer segmentation between the
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hand’s skin and the background. Also, Cr and Cb do not carry brightness information 
which means that this method will work in varying lighting conditions.
(a) An RGB image with a user’s hand moving a toy 
(b) The separate channels of the corresponding YCbCr image 
(c) The separate channels of the corresponding HSV image 
Figure 7-12: H an d detection
7.5.3 Hand skin detection Algorithm
The aim of skin detection as considered in this dissertation is to classify the pixels o f the 
input image into skin-colour and non-skin-colour pixels and then to decide whether the 
image contains a hand (and on some occasions a foot) or not. Thus, segmenting and 
recognising the hand as an image feature are not required.
Every new frame image (/) is translated from RGB into the YCbCr colour space. Pixel
7(x, y) is classified as skin colour if  both its Cr and Cb values fall inside the respective
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skin ranges Rcr and Rcb; otherwise, the pixel is classified as non-skin colour and will be 
set to zero. The output o f the colour segmentation is then stored in a mask image 
represented by:
Masks tJ x>y)
1 if[Cr(x,y)e RCr]r^[Cb(x,y)e Rcb\ 
0 otherwise 7.10
The number o f skin pixels are then counted. If the result image Maskskin has a number of 
skin pixels greater than a threshold value N, then the image will be considered as a skin 
image. After a number o f tests with different users interacting with the Interactive Toys 
Environment, it was found that the threshold level for giving the best results was with N 
having the value 100,000. However, N can be set by the user according to the final 
application. If the user is intending to use bigger objects (bigger than the size of the hand) 
with a colour similar to that o f skin, then N needs to be set to a higher value.
Figure 7-13 shows an input image with a hand and bright background along with the 
resulting image for skin detection using YCbCr colour space. In addition, some 
morphological operations such as erosion and dilation are used in this example image to 
fill some o f the holes and to remove noise to improve the figure.
(a) Original image with a hand (b) Resulting image
on a bright background
Figure 7-13: An exam ple o f  the app lica tion  o f  h an d skin detection
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7.6 Toy Colour Recognition
For simplicity and time efficiency, an algorithm for recognizing uniform-colour toys was 
developed in this thesis with similar approach to that for skin detection using YCbCr. The 
YCbCr colour space is chosen over RGB, Normalised-rg and HSV for the following 
reasons:
1- RGB and Normalised-rg are not selected for the same reasons as set out in 
Section 7.5.3.
2- HSV is not selected because it relies on the Hue component (H) to perform 
colour recognition. Figure 7-14 shows two colours which look very similar with 
the same saturation component S = 0.5245. However, the absolute difference o f  
their Hue component is very big (A H  = 0.9765).
(a) H=0.0069 S=0.5245, V=0.5608 (b) H=0.9844 S=0.5245 V=0.5608
Figure 7-14: An exam ple o f  how  sim ilar  colours have very  different H
Figure 7 -15(a) shows a colour image with four colour objects red, green, blue and yellow  
on a bright background. This image is converted into YCbCr form and each channel (Y, 
Cr and Cb) shown as greyscale intensity image in Figure 7-15(b). In addition, the same 
input image is converted into HSV colour space and each channel (Hue, Saturation and 
Intensity) shown as a grey-scale intensity image in Figure 7-15(c).
In Figure 7-15, it is difficult to distinguish any colours in the Hue channel, even the 
boundaries between the objects and the background are not clear. In the Saturation 
channel, it is possible to segment the image, however, it is difficult to distinguish between 
the colours. It is also clear to see that distinction between colours is higher when 
combining both Cr and Cb channels. For example, green and blue objects look similar in 
the Cb channel and different in the Cr channel.
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(a) An input colour image
(b) The separate channels of the same image in YCbCr format
(c) The separate channels of the same image in HSV format 
Figure 7-15: C olou r detection
Similar to the skin detection, a training procedure was performed in order to verify that 
YCbCr colour space is suitable for toy colour recognition. Therefore, 288 sample images 
o f blue, red, green and yellow  colours (72 sample images o f each colour) were collected 
from a standard web-camera under varying and reasonable lighting conditions. 
Segmentation was applied to them and colour regions manually selected. Then the RGB 
values from these regions were gathered.
Let 7r, 7g, 7b, 7y be four images, each image containing 72 samples o f selected colours red, 
green, blue and yellow (other colours can also be chosen). These images were then 
translated into YCbCr colour space when the colour pixels form a compact cluster in the 
Cb-Cr plane. By using a similar approach to that for skin detection, it was then possible to
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obtain the respective range for each colour. Colour pixels were identified by the presence 
o f a certain set o f Cb and Cr values narrowly distributed in the YCbCr colour space.
Figure 7-16 shows a two-dimensional plot o f Cr-Cb taking in account that Y describes the 
luminance values. It is clear from the plot that the red, green, blue and yellow  colours 
were narrowly distributed in the plot over four regions.
Cb
Figure 7-16: C olou r d istribu tion s o f  Cr a n d  Cb
The Rcr and Ra, colour ranges o f each colour can be obtained by finding the lowest and 
highest values o f the Cr axis and similarly the lowest and highest values o f the Cb axis. 
Table 7-2 shows the respective RCT and RCb ranges o f the Cr and Cb values that 
correspond to the red, green, blue and yellow  colours respectively.
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Table 7-2: The and values as die respective ranges o f  red, green, blue and yellow  colours
Rcr Low Rcr High Rcb Low Rcb High
Red 136 176 104 128
Green 104 130 120 130
Blue 100 124 134 174
Yellow 130 162 84 128
With these ranges, colour recognition algorithm in this thesis can recognise uniform- 
coloured toys as follows. Consider an input image (/) in YCbCr format after converting it 
from RGB. Then, the pixel 7(x, y) is classified as red colour pixel if both its Cr and Cb 
values fall inside their respective red ranges, and Rcb, otherwise the pixel classified as 
non-red pixel. The output image O can be found as follows:
0 ( x ,y ,k ) (255,0,0) i f  [136 < CV(jc, j )  < 176] o  [104 < Cb(x, j>) < 128] 
0 otherwise 7.11
where ke 1-3
The same process is followed for the other colours. The result of the colour recognition 
algorithm is four mask images, one for each colour. This algorithm can be easily 
extended to any other colours. Figure 7-17(a) shows original four images with red, blue, 
green, yellow toys on a board game. Figure 7-17(b) shows the result segmented regions 
of these toys after change detection and labelling respectively while Figure 7-17(c) shows 
the resulting colour mask images of the original images.
1 2 0
(a) Example images of uniformly coloured red, blue, green and yellow toys
(b) Resulting images following change detection and region segmentation
(c) Resulting (mask) images following colour recognition 
Figure 7-17: F ou r exam ples o f  co lou r recognition  tes t resu lts
Figure 7-18(a) shows multiple coloured toys on a bright background while Figure 7-18(b) 
shows the output following colour recognition with four segmented regions.
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(a) Original colour image (b) Resulting image
Figure 7-18: An exam ple o f  co lou r recognition  resu lts f o r  m ultiple co lou r ob jects
7.7 Summary
This chapter has presented a robust and fast method for recognising toys of four colours 
(red, green, blue and yellow ) and detecting hand skin colour under vary lighting 
condition. Several colour spaces were discussed and the benefits of colour spaces 
demonstrated. The YCbCr colour space was chosen over several alternative colour spaces 
due firstly to its capability to decouple the brightness information from the colour 
information, secondly to its simplicity as it requires three linear equations to transform 
from RGB and thirdly most o f the tested colours formed compact clusters in the Cb-Cr 
plane.
It has been also demonstrated that colour is a powerful feature capable o f facilitating the 
robust tracking o f uniform colour toys and skin in its own right.
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8  Discussion and Evaluation
Introduction
Performance evaluation of computer vision systems is an essential task, and one which 
cannot be separated from the design process. However, it is important that these systems 
are designed for testability by adopting a methodology within which performance criteria 
can adequately be defined (Courtney and Thacker, 2001).
This chapter discusses and evaluates computer vision algorithms presented in Chapters 5, 
6, and 7 in terms of accuracy and computational time. In addition, this chapter will 
identify the limitations of such algorithms and give some technical suggestions for future 
enhancement.
Chapter 9 will then present several applications which were developed in the course of 
this work. These applications will support the evaluation process by demonstrating the 
robustness and usability of the entire Interactive Toys Environment.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 8.2 describes the framework used 
in the thesis to evaluate the performance and behaviour of computer vision algorithms 
using both manual ground truth and empirical testing. Section 8.2 also presents the results 
of these evaluation tests supported by examples.
Section 8.3 presents the computational efficiency of both computer vision algorithms and 
interaction modes. Finally, Section 8.4 presents some concluding remarks for the chapter.
Experimental Results for Error Evaluation
In this work, the experimental setup consists of a Logitech Pro 4000 web camera of 
320x240 resolution providing 40° field of view and 15/30 frames per second ( See 
appendix C for tests on web cameras). This camera is connected to a USB 2.0 port on a 
Pentium 4, 1.4 MHz PC.
All the test images are recorded during real-time interaction with the Interactive Toys 
Environment. There was not, to our knowledge, a standard image dataset (i.e. benchmark 
dataset) to evaluate this work (e.g. dataset of hands on a flat surface and under different 
illumination conditions).
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8.2.1 Evaluation of Panel Normalisation
Evaluating panel normalisation is a challenging task due to its use of a large number of 
image processing techniques such as edge and comer detection. Therefore, a subjective 
evaluation of the panel normalisation algorithm will be presented in this section, 
acknowledging a number of limitations.
A number of trials were carried out with the panel normalisation algorithm under a 
various illumination conditions and using 15 different interactive panels. The algorithm 
performed very well when the interactive panel was located completely within the 
camera’s view with clear contrast to its background and in ideal case of day light. Figure 
8-1 shows three pair of images taking from the test frame sequence using arbitrary 
rectangle-shaped panels, which have clear contrast to their backgrounds in ideal day light. 
It possible to see from these images that the mapping between the interactive panel to the 
image pixels was successfully achieved.
1 2 4
(a) Original images (b) Normalised images
Figure 8-1: P an el n orm alisation  tests on three differen t types o f  interactive p a n e l
However, there are some limitations on the panel normalisation algorithm as follows:
1) False normalisations:
Confusion might happen when the user rotates the main axes o f the interactive 
panel through more than a 45° angle. This might cause a spurious mapping 
between the panel’s points and the image’s pixels as shown in Figure 8-2.
- Confusion might also occur when panel normalisation rectifies an internal 
rectangle instead o f  the panel’s external boundary as shown in Figure 8-3.
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(a) (b)
(a) Input image containing an interactive panel in which the main (horizontal) axis has been 
rotated through a 55° angle from the main axis of the image
(b) Resulting image showing a 90° rotation from the desired position
Figure 8-2: E ffect o f  excess ro tation  on p a n e l norm alisation
(a) (b)
(a) Input image containing an interactive panel partially out of the camera’s view
(b) Resulting image showing the spurious normalisation of an internal rectangle
Figure 8-3: P a n el norm alisation  on an in ternal rectan gle
2) Errors in locating one or more of the interactive panel’s corners:
- The interactive panel might have a reflective surface which does not allow its 
boundary to be clearly defined as shown in Figure 8-4.
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The interactive panel might be partially out o f the camera’s view as shown in 
Figure 8-5.
Figure 8-5: An in teractive p a n e l that is p a r tia lly  ou t o f  the c a m e ra ’s  view
8.2.2 Evaluation o f Toy Tracking
The approach to evaluating the performance o f the detection and tracking system  
typically uses a “ground truth”11 to provide independent and objective data (e g. 
classification, location and size) that can be related to the observations extracted from the
Ground truth is an estimate of what is thought to be in the test data. It may be determined by an 
independent method, for example using standard image test set, or it may be manually defined 
(Courtney, 2001).
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video sequence (Black, 2003). The aim of this section is to present the approach taken in 
this thesis in evaluating the performance of the toy tracking algorithm and also to 
illustrate the associated results. The evaluation was performed by quantitatively 
comparing the tracked positions of the toys resulting from the change detection algorithm 
(which was presented in Chapter 6) against the ground truth positions.
Establishing the testing data and ground truth
Tracking data, which are a combination of ground truth positions and test tracked 
position, were generated during a turn-based interaction process according to the 
following four tracking scenarios:
Illumination changes - Five datasets were generated under different conditions of 
illumination as follows:
•  Presence of shadow caused by objects out side the scene
•  Neon light
•  Ideal day light12
•  Desktop lamp light
•  Dark (for example cloudy day )
Toy sizes - One dataset was generated after testing with large-scale toys of four colours 
(the toy is considered as of large-scale if it occupies approximately 1/20* of the area of 
the image).
Differing background complexities - Three datasets were generated using thirty images 
recorded while interacting with simple blue toy on a range of different backgrounds. 
These were:
•  Light grey background
•  Blue background
•  A complex background made up of a variety of different colours and textures
Translation - One dataset was generated from thirty images recorded while moving a 
single red toy into different positions within the camera’s field of view in order to check 
lens distortion (some camera lenses can introduce distortions such as a curvature in the
12 Ideal day light is obtained in a room illuminated with normal day light
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straight lines around the perimeter o f the image. Figure 8-6 shows two types of distortion 
that might be encountered).
Pincushioning No Distortion Barrelling
Figure 8-6: E xam ples o f  lens d istortion s
G enerating  the G round Truth Data
In this thesis, MatLab software is used to produce the ground truth data. Every frame 
image is analysed and processed by manually segmenting the foreground regions (the 
toys regions) and then calculating the positions o f the centroids o f these regions.
Figure 8-7 shows a MatLab figure consisting o f an input image and the resulting ground 
truth image containing the centroid data after manually selecting the toy region using 
MatLab selection tool.
(a) Input image (b) Ground truth image
Figure 8-7: M atLab fig u re  u sed  to gen era te  grou n d truth da ta
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D efin ing  the  erro r m etric
Evaluation o f toy tracking performance was carried out by defining a coherence error 
metric that indicates the level o f agreement between the ground truth positions and the 
resulting tracked positions. The value o f the metric is computed by calculating the 
Euclidean distance between each tracked position (x^ yv) and the ground truth position
(*g> yg)-
/>(g’*) 8.1
It should be noted that this metric has a higher value when the tracked position does not 
match the ground truth position. Then by taking the standard deviation g and the mean 
value a  o f each dataset, it will be possible to identify where the algorithm is generating 
higher errors.
Figure 8-8 shows clustered bars which compare the standard deviation o f the errors from 
five datasets under different conditions o f illumination. It is clear from the figure that the 
error is higher when a shadow is cast over part o f a tracked toy, whereas, the best results 
are achieved when using Neon source light.
7.00 -r
-5 6.00 x
3  5.00Co
<v 5QIQ
T3 L tU "C
2 tooCD
4.00
3.00
2.00
0.00 Shadow Dark Lamp Light Ideal day Light Neon Light
Figure 8-8: C lu ster b a rs  show ing the s tan dard  devia tion  o f  the erro r  under f iv e  different
conditions o f  illum ination
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Figure 8-9 shows the result o f the toy tracking test for two different environments, 
namely a dark and a bright environment. Both images show successful tracking results.
(a) Dark environment
(b) Bright environment - not direct sunlight 
Figure 8-9: Toy tracking under d ifferen t conditions o f  illum ination
Table 8-1 shows the standard deviation along with the minimum and the maximum values 
of the error using three different backgrounds. As might be anticipated, it is noted that the 
error is higher when the background has the same colour as that o f the toy. Similarly, the 
error is lower when the background provides a clear contrast with the tracked toy.
Table 8-1: E rro r  evaluation  resu lts (in p ixe ls) f o r  backgrounds o f  d ifferen t com plex ity
Test set STDev(u) Max MinComplex background 1.46 6.00 3.16Background of the same colour 2.49 8.00 4.47Simple background 0.83 2.24 0.24
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Figure 8-10 shows three pair o f images from the toy tracking test using three different 
background complexities. The figure shows that some parts o f the toys region are 
removed when using a background o f the same colour as the toy.
(b) Blue block on a contrasting background
(c) Blue block on a complex background
Figure 8-10: Three p a ir s  o f  im ages fro m  the toy tracking test f o r  three backgrounds o f  different
com plex ity
Finally, Table 8-2 compares the average standard deviation, minimum and maximum of 
error values produced by each o f the four testing scenarios. It is clear that using large 
scale toys can cause higher errors (see Figure 8-11) while error values which are caused 
by toy translation around the camera’s field o f view are the lowest (See Figure 8-12).
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Table 8-2: Error evaluation o f  four testing scenarios (All errors in pixels)
Test set STDev(g) Max MinToy scale 5.30 15.30 0.87Illumination changes (average error of all the illumination changes) 3.31 10.92 1.21Background complexity 1.59 5.41 2.62Translation 1.20 2.20 0.12
Figure 8-11: A p a ir  o f  im ages fro m  the toy tracking tes t using a  large-sca le  to y
F igure 8-12: A p a ir  o f  im ages fro m  the toy tracking tes t w here the toy  w as tracked su ccessfu lly
n ear the ed ge o f  the im age
8.2.3 Evaluation o f Labelling Connected Components
It was shown in Chapter 6 that labelling connected components is used when multiple 
toys are moved within a single turn. Observation o f the region labelling algorithm
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developed in this thesis has shown two types of errors which need to be dealt with in the 
future. These are:
Firstly, if two toys are placed closely beside each others (less than two pixels gap) then 
the algorithm might give one label for two occluded toys instead o f two labels. Figure 8- 
13 shows two toys are placed beside each and being assigned one label and one centroid 
instead o f two.
(a) Input image with two touching bricks (b) Resulting image
Figure 8-13: An exam ple o f  labellin g  con n ected  com ponents test
Secondly, some long and curvy toys might be segmented into multiple regions depending 
on the illumination. This results in the system assigning two labels to the region o f the toy 
instead o f one. Figure 8-14 shows small toy mouse with a long curvy tail. Change 
detection has resulted in two regions being identified, and hence two labels are assigned 
to the same toy.
(a) Input image of toy mouse (b) Resulting image
Figure 8-14: An exam ple o f  labellin g  connected  com ponents test
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8 . 2 . 4  E v a l u a t i o n  o f  T u r n  D e t e c t i o n
Skin Detection
A number o f trials were carried out with the skin detection algorithm under a various 
illumination conditions and using various skin colours. The results o f these tests have 
shown that the algorithm functions properly over a wide range o f skin colours. Figure 8- 
15 shows four successful results o f detecting hands o f different skin colour.
Figure 8-15: R esults o f  the skin de tection  test
However, the skin detection algorithm has a number o f limitations as it relies mainly on 
colour detection. For example, some objects of a generally brown colour might pass the 
skin detection test. These objects can be the foreground toys or regions o f the 
background. Figure 8-16 shows an input frame image from the skin detection test along 
with the resulting image from the skin detection algorithm. The brown toy in the input 
image was partially detected as a skin object in the resulting image.
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(a) Input image with a brown toy (b) Resulting image with some areas of
the toy having passed the skin test 
Figure 8-16: An exam ple o f  skin de tection  te s t fa ilu re  because o f  o b je c t co lou r
Figure 8-17 shows an input image with a complex background (many coloured areas 
including brown). The result image shows that two brown regions from the background 
were detected as skin regions.
(a) Input unage with complex background (b) Resulting unage with part of
background detected as skin
Figure 8-17: An exam ple o f  skin detection  te s t fa ilu re  because o f  background co lou r
Motion Detection
The motion detection algorithm was also tested in the turn-based interaction mode. This 
algorithm was found not to be susceptible to changes in illumination since the Motion 
History Image M H I  contains those pixels which were in motion within the “motion 
period” 8 and does not rely on their colour. Figure 8-18(a) shows an input image with 
hands moving a toy rabbit. As can be seen from Figure 8 -18(b), some skin areas o f the
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hand did not pass the skin test, whereas the same areas appeared in the motion history 
image shown in Figure 8 -18(c).
(a) Input image (b) Resulting image using (c) Resulting image using
skin detection motion detection
Figure 8-18: Invariance o f  m otion detection  algorithm
In addition, hands or any other objects can be used to move the toys as shown in Figure 8- 
19.
(a) Input image with a pen (b) Resultmg image following
used to move a toy motion detection
Figure 8-19: D etection  o f  m oving ob jects
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8 . 2 . 5  C o l o u r  R e c o g n i t i o n
Chapter 6 has shown that colour is a very useful cue for toy detection. This is because it is 
a low-level feature and computationally inexpensive. Unfortunately, colour has a serious 
drawback as illumination dependency which makes it difficult to work in all real world 
environments (Martmkauppi, 2002).
Nevertheless, an experimental work was carried out m this thesis to assess the 
performance of toys colour recognition under various conditions o f illumination. In the 
tests, forty toys o f four colours red, blue, green and yellow  (ten toys o f each colour as 
shown in Figure 8-20) were tested under five different conditions o f illumination.
Figure 8-20: Toys u sed in co lou r recognition  evaluation tests
These conditions were; ideal daylight, direct sun light, desktop lamp light, a Neon Light 
and dark environment. Three images were repeated for each illumination condition. This 
resulted in a total o f 10 (toys) x 4 (colours) x 5 (illumination changes) x 3 (test images) = 
600 images. For each o f these, the input frame image was processed to create its 
associated output image. The resulting colours are then manually compared with the real
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colours in the input images. The error rate o f colour recognition for each colour is then 
calculated as the relationship o f equation 8-2.
E r r o r  p e r c e n t a g e  =  (1 0 0 /N ) M  8.2
where M is the number o f test images with unsuccessful results and N is number o f 
overall test images for each colour N=45.
Figure 8-21 shows the recognition error rates associated with each o f the four colours 
(red, green, blue, yellow) under the different conditions o f illumination. It can be seen 
from the graph that the error rate is higher for blue and red toys when using the lamp light 
source while the error rates are low when the Neon light source is used or within the 
highly saturated environment (dark).
In general, green was found to be generally illumination invariant while, blue can be 
mismatched if the illumination changed or the toy is o f a low intensity blue colour.
Figure 8-21: R ecognition  erro r  ra tes f o r  toys o ffo u r  co lou rs (red, green, blue an d  ye llo w ) under  
f iv e  different conditions o f  illumination
Figure 8-22 shows four images o f four coloured toys (red, green, blue and yellow ) along 
writh the successful resulting images o f colour recognition algorithm where each toy is 
classified according to its colour.
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(a) Initial image (b) Result under ideal daylight
F igure 8-22: F ou r exam ple o f  co lou r recognition  tes t
Figure 8-23 shows some sample colour recognition results using sample images of a red 
rectangular object in various types o f sunlight illumination. The first image (in the top 
row) shows a negative result where the red object is under direct sun light, while the other 
three images show that the algorithm was able to recognise the red colour successfully.
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(a) Input images (b) Resulting images after processing
F igure 8-23: F o u r exam ple o f  co lo u r recognition  test under sunlight illum ination
8.3 Computational Cost
Intel’s VTUNE™ Performance Analyser was used to gather timing data for the 
algorithms developed in this thesis. Each algorithm was run on a single-processor 
machine equipped with a 1.4 GHz Pentium 4 Processor for a period of two minutes. The 
web camera used for the tests was feeding frames at 30 fps with a resolution of 320 pixel 
by 240 pixel via a USB 2.0 port.
The results of testing for tum-based interaction mode and its internal functions are shown 
in Table 8-3 and illustrated graphically in Figure 8-24. These results demonstrate that for 
tracking and recognising multiple toys on a normalised panel, the total processing time 
consumed by the CPU is 66.41 ms per frame image. That means that this system 
computes the data corresponding to one frame within two frame image cycles and hence 
can perform effectively at 15 fps. This speed is adequate to enable practical real-time 
applications based on the tum-based interaction mode. In addition, it is possible to see 
from Table 8-3 that the “panel normalisation” and “labelling” algorithms consume the 
most processing time, whereas, “moments” and “motion detection” are significantly 
faster.
Table 8-3: Computational time required by die tum-based algorithm and its internal functions
F  u n c t i o n (  A l g o r i t h m ) T i m e  p e r  F r a m e  I m a g e  ( m s )
M o m e n t s 2 . 5 6
M o t io n  d e t e c t io n 4 . 8 6
C o lo u r  r e c o g n it io n 1 1 . 2 2
L a b e l l in g 1 9 . 9 8
P a n e l  n o r m a l is a t io n 2 6 . 3 8
T u m - b a s e d  m o d e 6 6 . 4 1
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Figure 8-24 shows four bars which compare the time consumed for each interaction mode 
per frame image. The associated pie charts then show the time consumed by each internal 
function for these modes.
The figure shows that turn-based algorithm (excluding panel normalisation and region 
labelling) consumes 24.79 ms o f CPU time per frame image. This means that turn-based 
algorithm can process one frame image per 25 ms when one toy is moved and without 
panel normalisation.
Figure 8-24 also shows that real-time-background-independent mode consumes only 1.05 
ms o f CPU time per frame image, which means that this mode is very fast, and can 
process all the frames being fed to it by the camera within one second. However, it scales 
with toy size, the smaller the toy the faster the algorithm is executed.
In te rac tio n  m odes
-f-----------------------------------------------------Real time background independent
1.05
Real-time background dependent 
21 .94
Turn based (1)
24.79
Turn-based (2)
66 41
1 i i i i----- 1----- 1----- 1----- r
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
□  Moments
□  Motion detection
□  Colour recognition
□  Labelling
a Panel normalisation
Tim e p er call (ms)
Figure 8-24: Time consum ed b y  each in teraction  m ode a n d  its in ternal fu n ctio n s p e r  fra m e im age
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8.4 Summary
A number of applications were designed to assess the performance of the system and 
subjective and quantitative tests were carried out to evaluate the error rates and the 
limitations of the vision algorithms developed in thesis and to measure the computational 
time of these algorithms. It was difficult to identify a single methodology for assessing 
the performance of the system and its components. This is due to the diversity in the 
functionality of each algorithm. For example, the results of colour recognition can be 
classified as positive or negative (1 or 0) while the results for toy positioning requires the 
calculation of the distance between the tracked position and the ground truth position. In 
addition, it was not practical to completely evaluate each algorithm in isolation from the 
others. For example, sometimes false results in segmentation might lead to spurious 
results in colour recognition.
However, there was an attempt to verify where the system performs better and where it 
fails rather than simply conducting large numbers of experiments in essentially identical 
conditions without any diversity. These verification experiments were carried out on 
small scale under changing conditions. For example, the panel normalisation presented in 
this thesis works well in a controlled environment but further investigation needs to be 
carried out to generalise its usage for a wider range of applications in non-controlled 
environments.
This chapter has shown that the computer vision algorithms developed in this thesis are 
usable and stable in the presence of normal image noise. They do not require camera 
calibration because all calculations take place in relation to the image plane. By tracking 
the four comers of the interactive panel it can be made invariant to slight motions of the 
camera or the background. Moreover, these vision algorithms have proved to be 
computationally efficient. The time consumed for each algorithm was small and suitable 
for real-time interaction.
The next Chapter will present some applications that were developed in this thesis to 
demonstrate the robustness and usability of the Interactive Toys Environment.
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9  Applications
9.1 Introduction
The previous chapter presented a technical framework for evaluating the Interactive Toys 
Environment in terms of error rate and speed. This chapter now presents a number of 
applications that serve to further evaluate the Interactive Toys Environment as an 
enjoyable and affordable Human Computer Interface.
These applications are mainly in the field of children’s playsets and computer games. The 
main application is the ColouredFarm playset (which is developed in this thesis) for 
children aged four to six and is operated in the turn-based interaction mode. Children’s 
wish for technologies in their toys has leveraged the development of the ColouredFarm 
(Kanjo, 2002) as an immersive storytelling playset where children interact both with 
familiar toys and an animated 3-D virtual character that drives the narrative action 
forward.
In addition, three games will be presented using the real-time interaction mode and one 
game in the turn-based interaction mode.
Due to time limitations, empirical user tests are performed only for the ColouredFarm 
applications, further usability tests on the rest of the applications remain for future 
investigation.
9.2 Development and Test Framework
With the release of Intel's Computer Vision and Image Processing library ( OpenCV), 
(see Appendix A), and the availability of the Microsoft DirectShow application 
programming interface (media-streaming architecture for Windows), some of the 
common computer vision functions are made much more accessible for computer vision 
programmers. These libraries implement and take advantages of specialised hardware on 
desktop machines (such as co-processors and MMX technology).
However, building a development framework for Interactive Toys Environment was a 
challenging and time-consuming task since Intel OpenCV is an open source library with 
limited documentation. In addition, developing programs that utilise DirectShow is not a
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trivial task. The framework surrounding DirectShow is complex and not directly 
compatible with the OpenCV library, requiring significant time to be spent in finding out 
about the configuration o f the OpenCV library and DirectShow.
The development and test framework for the Interactive Toys Environment has gone 
through three main stages:
First stage: In this stage, computer vision algorithms are built into DirectShow filters, 
which are separated from the user interface. These filters are the basic computer vision 
algorithms, which need to be connected to video capturers (e.g. cameras) and video 
Tenderers. In addition, filters have to be registered with windows after each update. A  
visual tool referred to as ‘GraphEdit’ is available in DirectShow environment to run and 
test the constructed filters.
Figure 9-1 shows a simple filter ‘T m gD iff’ when the arrows in the graph depict the 
direction in which data is flowing. The video capture filter grabs the video from the web 
camera and simply passes the frames on to the filter, which passes the processed frames 
to the video Tenderer and displays the result on the computer screen.
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Second stage: Another framework referred to as ‘Camera Controller’ was built to enable 
an Application Programming Interface (API) for reading and controlling video streams, 
processing frames and rendering the results as shown in Figure 9-2. Camera Controller is 
also used to communicate with the final user applications.
Figure 9-2: C am era C o n tro ller  interface
Third stage: In a newer version, OpenCV has provided a universal cross-platform 
module for processing a video stream which bridges the gap between OpenCV and the 
DirectShow framework by using wrapped functions. This module is referred to as 
‘CvCam’ and enables another interface to be constructed to support Interactive Toys 
development. This interface is developed in this thesis and referred to as 
“iToysController”. iToyController provides a robust development environment and an 
easy link to user applications which makes computer vision development much easier 
without the need to register filters for every update. Figure 9-3 shows the iToysController 
interface while displaying the source video and the processed images (the results of the 
computer vision algorithms). From the figure, it can be seen that iToysController enables 
the user to:
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•  Acquire background images.
• Access camera properties.
•  Switch between different interaction modes.
• Change threshold values using sliding bars.
•  Display all the processed images alongside the video source.
• Connect to the final application.
• Enable the running o f two cameras.
Figure 9-3: The iToysController in terface
9.3 Applications for Children
Playing with toys is highly significant for children with regard to learning new skills and 
exploring the surrounding environments. Toys are best understood as tools of the human 
child. They are to train them in physical skills, to help them to develop imagination, and 
to enable them to explore possibilities in a creative yet safe environment. In addition,
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children expect their toys to listen to them, to tell stories or may be even to come alive 
and have senses just like them. Clearly, there is a space to include children along with 
traditional playsets and computer technologies within a single framework.
In this section a number of applications of the Interactive Toys Environment developed in 
the course of the research are considered. These applications aim at:
- Enabling children to make the most of their senses while playing, especially 
by adding touch along with visual and audio activities,
- Enhancing development by providing collaborative play and hands-on tools 
experience and a better 3D physical overview,
- Stimulating learning and supporting knowledge integration as well as 
excitement.
9.3.1 Preliminary user tests on children
To help in designing some example applications in this thesis a number of user tests were 
carried out with children using ordinary boardgames and playsets. These tests were 
important in answering a number of design questions including:
•  How many children can play at the same time and how many children can 
interact in a social manner?
•  Do children follow games’ rules?
•  How often do children take the toys away while playing with a play set?
•  Do children prefer to play their games on the table or on the floor?
•  Interactive content (physical tools) is important for children, but what is the limit 
for adding interactive tools? In other words, do children require a lot of 
interactivity to enjoy playing and learn more?
•  Could it be that the child will be fascinated by the use of the physical toys and 
forget about the main goal of using them?
•  How long does it take a child to play one turn (on average)?
In the preparatory tests, children were observed while playing with five 
playsets/boardgames in a usability lab, which is a two-room facility (testing and 
observation rooms) separated by one-way glass. These tests were video-recorded using 
three cameras, which were fixed in three different locations.
Table 9-1 shows the age, the gender and the number of children who have participated in 
two usability tests.
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Table 9-1: Children participating in user tests along with their ages and gender
A g e G e n d e r N u m b e r
T e s t  O n e 4 F e m a l e 2
5 F e m a l e 1
5 M a l e 1
6 M a l e 2
T e s t  T w o 7 F e m a l e 1
1 0 F e m a l e 1
8 M a le 1
1 1 M a le 1
Table 9-2 shows the board games (and play sets) used for the tests, the ages they are 
suitable for and the number of players.
Table 9-2: Plciysets and board games used fo r user tests
G a m e A g e s N u m b e r  o f  P l a y e r s
M o u s e  T r a p 5  t o  1 2 2 - 4  p l a y e r s
W i n n i e  t h e  P o o h  p l a y s e t 3  t o  8 1 - 6  p la y e r s
F a r m  P la y s e t 4  t o  1 0 1 - 6  p l a y e r s
S p i d e r m a n  b o a r d  g a m e 8  t o  A d u l t 2 - 4  p l a y e r s
M o n o p o l y  D is n e y  E d i t io n 8  t o  A d u l t 2 - 8  p l a y e r s
Figure 9-4 shows three boys aged 4 to 6 playing with the “Mouse Trap” board game. It 
was observed that the children’s hands are not always placed on the board and that each 
child performs a task and then withdraws their hands to give a turn to another child.
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Figure 9-4: Three boys p la y in g  w ith the “M ou se  Trap ” b o a rd  gam e during the pre lim in ary  u ser
tests
Children, and in particular girls, have enjoyed playing with the farm playset (see Figure. 
9-5) on a tabletop especially because there was no restrictions and rules on game play. 
They were able to collaborate without interfering with each other, tell stories and share 
their experiences about the farm animals. This experience has inspired the development 
o f the farm application which demonstrates the power of the Interactive Toys 
Environment (Kanjo, 2002).
Figure 9-5: C hildren in teracting w ith the fa rm  p la y se t during the p re lim in ary  user tests
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9.3.2 ColouredFarm: Interactive Environment by Narrative 
Playmates Toys
ColouredFarm Configurations
The “Coloured Farm” play set consists o f several coloured areas (see Figure 9-6), with a 
main playing piece named “Hadi ” (see Figure 9-7) whose task is to help the family in the 
preparation o f breakfast. In addition, there are specially tasked items such as milk and 
vegetables, which can be hidden either in the cupboards or in the young farmer’s bag (see 
Table 9-3). These items were added to the game to increase the level o f interactivity and 
to help to improve problem-solving techniques. As their role to be hidden by children (in 
the boxes, cupboards or in the back-bag, all o f which are available in the Coloured Farm) 
so they do not interfere with the tracking process.
Figure 9-6: C olouredF arm  areas
F igure 9-7: The yo u n g  fa rm e r  (Hadi) 
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Table 9-3: The co lou red  areas o f  the farm  and its components
A r e a  n a m e A r e a  c o l o u r T o y s S p e c i a l  i t e m s
F a m i l y  h o u s e C r e a m
F a t h e r ,  m o t h e r ,  y o u n g  f a r m e r  a n d  h is  l i t t le  
b r o t h e r
C h e e s e ,  w o o l ,  s c a r f
D o g  h o u s e P u r p l e F a r m  d o g D o g  f o o d
C h i c k e n  c o u p s P in k H e n s ,  r o o s t e r s  a n d  c h ic k s E g g s
T h e  p o n d B lu e D u c k s B o t t le  o f  w a t e r
C o w s h e d R e d C o w s  a n d  c a l v e s B o t t le  o f  m i lk
S h e e p  s h e d L ig h t  g r e e n S h e e p  a n d  l a m b B a l l  o f  W o o l
P i g p e n B r o w n P ig s  a n d  p i g le t s -
T h e  s t a b l e O r a n g e H o r s e s  a n d  f o a l s -
V e g e t a b l e s  p a t c h G r e e n R a b b i t s T o m a t o e s ,  l e t t u c e
Along the way, a narrator on the screen tells the story and guides the game. This narrator 
is 3-D animated character of a red rooster named “RedRooster”. In addition, the computer 
screen can display various game views, along with speakers to output music and the 
sound of the animals, the RedRooster and the people in the farm. These sounds are a pre­
recorded voice narration. The system uses the context established by the story for robust 
initialisation and performance, for example, mother farmer might call young farmer to get 
back to the house, and after the children take him back to the house, the system can 
update itself.
Children’s  Interaction with the ColouredFarm
Children can interact with ColouredFarm at three levels (stages) as shown in Figure 9-8:
introductory stage-----------------1/
Exploratory stage---------------- !------------------/
Story Stage
Breakfast in the ColouredFarm
Figure 9-8: Three levels o f  interaction with the ColouredFarm
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Introductory Stage: The story commences when the on screen narrator (RedRooster) 
gives a greeting and introduces himself to the children and then asks than to tell him their 
names. RedRooster then introduces the farmer’s family and invites the children to explore 
the ColouredFarm by moving the main playing toy. When the children pick up the Hadi 
figure and place it in the farm house area, an conversation starts between the members of 
the farm family which serves to introduce the various characters.
Exploratory Stage: RedRooster then encourages children to visit the farm and find out 
about the different coloured areas. This exploratory stage is very important to enable the 
children to familiarise themselves with the environment and the use of the toys as 
controlling tools in the game. The children know that the environment is responsive, 
therefore they become curious to know what makes it different from an ordinary farm 
playset.
The children can move the toys around the farm arbitrarily and listen to RedRooster 
introducing each area. It is then up to the children to get back to the house to finish the 
exploratory stage. As soon as a child places Hadi back in the family’s house, the family 
begins to converse about having a breakfast that is to be collected from various locations 
around the farm, and they ask Hadi to help in the preparation.
The Story Stage “Breakfast in the Coloured F a r m The children move Hadi after 
being told where to find the milk, vegetables and meat. These are considered as special 
items and need to be moved in special boxes inside the farm before the start of the 
ColouredFarm application. The farm animals - which speak when approached - guide the 
children as to how to find these items and direct them to place them in Hadi’s bag. When 
the children move Hadi, sounds and videos transform the playset into a mystical farm.
Hadi fetches vegetables, milk and eggs from the farm and while he is feeding the dog and 
supplying water to the horses, his mother prepares cheese from the milk and a salad from 
the vegetables. In addition, there are other activities; for example, getting some wool 
from the sheep to enable the Hadi’s mother to knit a scarf.
The following is an example of the interaction between RedRooster and Hadi:
RedRooster: “You can visit the cowshed to get some milk or the chicken to
fetch some eggs”
Hadi: “OK, I  would like to visit the cows, le t’s go” .
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The child moves Hadi to the cowshed area and as he approaches a video of the cows 
appears onto the screen. One of these cows who was grazing happily, starts to chat with 
Hadi:
Cow: “Hello young Farmer; how are you today?”
Hadi: “I  am fine, but I  am a bit confused, my mother told me to get milk
from the farm, but I  do not know how?”
Cow: “Oh is that all, MOO, I  can help you“
Hadi: “Really”
Cow: “MOO, MOO, cows can help people in many different ways; we
eat grass, and make milk, which we keep it fo r the others, this 
milk can be used to make cheese, yoghurt, and many, many more 
things...MOO”
Hadi: ‘Wow, cows are wonderful animals”
Cow: “Oh thank you young farmer fo r the lovely compliment. I  shall
have to give you a gift”
Cow: “Look in my shed, there should be a big container o f milk, take it
to your Mummy farmer and have a lovely breakfast’
Hadi: “Thankyou very much, bye now”
Cow: “Bye and do not forget to come back to visit me... MOO”
Usability test on the ColouredFarm
The Wizard o f Oz test was conducted to evaluate the ColouredFarm as an edutainment 
setting for children. Children of different age groups (mainly four to six) have played 
with the ColouredFarm. Ten children volunteered for the three tests, which were video- 
recorded. Different options have been tried such as two girls, two boys or a boy and two 
girls...etc. as set out in Table 9-4.
Each test lasted twenty to thirty minutes depending upon children’s interactions with the 
farm. The observer was imitating the tracking technology in the other usability room. 
When the child moves the young farmer to the pond, the observer simulates this 
movement and makes a similar input to the game. Children did not see the physical and 
the virtual instantiations of the toy simultaneously, a 3D animated narrator speaks while 
the children are listening, or watching some animations, then the children move the toys 
while the narrator is watching.
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Table 9-4: Age, gender and number o f  children participated in the Wizard of Oz tests
A g e G e n d e r N u m b e r  o f  c h ild re n
T e s t  O n e 4  to 6 M ale 2
F em ale 2
T e s t  Tw o 6 to  9 Male 2
F em ale 2
T e s t  T h re e 9  to 10 Male 1
F em ale 1
Figure 9-9 shows a snapshot from the Wizard of Oz test o f children using the 
ColouredFarm. In the figure, three images from the three cameras overlooking the 
ColouredFarm environment for the test recording. The top right image also shows the 
output screen displaying the RedRooster while introducing the Hadi to the children. The 
other three images show two girls and two boys interacting with the ColouredFarm 
environment. Figure 9-9 and Figure 9-10 show more snapshots from the Wizard o f Oz 
tests using different settings.
Side Camera 1 Screen
Top Camera 1 Side Camera 2
Figure 9-9: Screenshots o f  the W izard O z tes t w ith fo u r  children (tw o b o ys an d  tw o girls)
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(a) T w o g ir ls  a g e d  fo u r
(b) Two boys aged six
(c) O n e g ir l  a n d  on e b o y  a g e d  ten
Figure 9-10: S creen sh o ts  o f  the W izard  O z tes t
Children were looking forward to know what makes this farm different from the 
traditional farm playsets. Then after playing, they were fascinated; they could not see how
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did the storyteller know where they had placed Hadi! This means that the environment 
was giving natural responses and that the technology not visible to the children. Through 
observation, it was noted that children were playing interactively, and without following a 
particular storyline. They were consciously trying all the options and placing the toys in 
different places. In addition, they were able to visit the animal areas, hear stories, and 
learn about the benefits o f the farm.
According to these observations, it was considered that ColouredFarm environment is 
best-suited to children aged 4 to 6. However, this application can be extended to children 
o f different ages by incorporating storyline and dialogue that matches their needs. 
Following the Wizard the Oz test, further informal user tests were carried out to evaluate 
the performance o f the fully implemented ColouredFarm application in terms o f its 
usability and robustness. Figure 9-11 shows two children interacting with the 
ColouredFarm (the web camera is not visible in the figure).
Figure 9-11: Two children interacting with the ColouredFarm in informal user tests
ColouredFarm was also demonstrated to a large number o f people who visited IC CAVE. 
Figures 9-12 and 9-13 show some o f the IC CAVE visitors interacted by the Coloured 
Farm.
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Figure 9-12: I C  C A V E  v i s i t o r s  in te r a c t in g  w i th  th e  ColouredFarm
Figure 9-13: U s e r  in t e r a c t in g  w i th  th e  ColouredFarm
A number of users commented on the ColouredFarm being more enjoyable, engaging, 
and “f u n  t o  u s e ” than the conventional graphical interface. In addition, user tests have 
supported the claim made in Chapter 1 that the Interactive Toys Environment is:
Affordable: Users were able to interact with the environment without prior knowledge of 
how to do so. For example, users often start by moving Hadi into different coloured areas 
and hence to explore the farm. Then, when they take him back to the farmhouse when the
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story begins. This story guides the user as to where to go next and how to collect the 
items for breakfast.
Two handed interaction: Users tended to use a two-handed interaction to place the items 
into Hadi’s bag. Usually users do not move two toys using two hands, although they can 
do so.
Collaborative interaction: Users can collaborate with each other while interacting with 
the environment. For example, in the breakfast story, one child was moving Hadi while 
the other child was getting some vegetables from the vegetable patch.
9.4 Computer Games applications in real-time mode
This section describes three applications developed in this thesis to demonstrate the 
robustness o f the real-time modes o f the Interactive Toys Environment in controlling 
games. In these applications, the user has a full control over the game by having the 
virtual characters in the games respond according to the direction, colour, orientation and 
2-D translation vector o f the physical toys.
9.4.1 “Falling Blocks”  Game13
In this game, users are able to translate and rotate the falling blocks by moving a physical 
brick (as shown in Figure 9-14).
(a) Red side (b) Blue side
Figure 9-14: Physical brick with a handle
T etris
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The user needs to do a number o f actions to get the feedback from the game. These are:
- Move the toy left or right to enable the falling bricks to be translated left and right 
in the actual game image.
- Rotate the toy brick more than 10° clockwise to rotate the falling block right.
- Rotate the toy brick more than 10° anti-clockwise to rotate the falling block left.
- Flip the brick to the other side to get a different colour for the falling blocks.
For example, Figure 9-15 shows a screen shot of the falling blocks game while the toy
brick is controlling the blue virtual falling brick.
Figure 9-15: Screenshot o f Falling Blocks user interface with game actions
9.4.2 “ Chicken Hunt” Game
In this application a user can control a 2-D virtual plane; chase flying chickens and fire on 
them as shown in Figure 9-16. Similar to the Falling Blocks application, the user needs to 
do a number o f actions as follows to get game feedback:
- Flip the toy plane to the other side to fire on flying chickens.
- M ove left to accelerate the virtual plane, Move right to slow the virtual plane.
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M ove up to translate the virtual plane up, move down to translate the virtual plane 
down.
(a) Toy plane moving on a printed background (b) Screenshot of the corresponding game actions 
Figure 9-16: The “Chicken Hunt ” game
9.4.3 “Break” Game
The aim in this work o f developing this game application is to demonstrate the real-time- 
background independent mode o f operation. In this game application, users can use 
almost any toy to control the game. The toy should be moved left and right to translate 
the virtual paddle left and right as shown in Figure 9-17.
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Figure 9-17: User controlling “Break ” game by the movement o f an ordinary pen
Informal user tests on real-time interaction modes, and in particular the background- 
dependent mode, have shown that the movements o f the virtual characters are very 
smooth since the real-time interaction mode performs at more than 15 fps as shown in 
Section 8.3.
9.5 Computer games in Turn-based mode:
Turn-based interaction mode was linked to the 3-D Baldur’s Gate game. Every time the 
user moves the physical toy on the interactive panel, the detected position is translated as 
a control variable in the mouse queue, which moves the 3-D character accordingly on the 
screen. Figure 9-18 shows a user hand moving a toy on a printed scene from the game, 
while the screen displays the corresponding game actions. The two red circles show the 
positions of the physical toy and the virtual character.
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Figure 9-18: User playing with the Baldur’s Gate game
9.5.1 Board Games and Robotic Applications
Most o f the classic and modem boardgames have been converted in order to run on 
computers and games consoles. Depending on the skill o f the designers and the 
capability o f the interface, these converted games provide access to a computer-based 
opponent and reduce the drudgery o f scoring. Unfortunately, this is usually at the expense 
of the simplicity of the interface presented by the more tactile original.
Therefore, it is believed that boardgames (which normally require one opponent or more) 
are very suitable applications for the Interactive Toys Environment in the tum-based 
mode. The opponent can be a human or a robot, which provides a physical feedback. 
However, the development o f these applications is time consuming and needs a number 
o f techniques to be incorporated in the board game rules and the robotic technology. 
Therefore, three prototypes were investigated in this thesis while the full implementation 
was left for future work. These prototypes are:
- An interface for Ludo board game, see Figure 9-19
- Incorporating a robotic system as an opposing player
- A desktop application, for example the internet messenger can be signed in to by 
moving a toy on a printed desktop
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(a) (b)
(a) Colour recognition image (b) Screen shot of game
Figure 9-19: Example o f the Ludo board game interface
9.6 Summary
In this chapter, a number o f applications were presented to demonstrate the effectiveness 
o f the Interactive Toys Environment in allowing a rich but spontaneous interaction 
between the computer and its users. The ColouredFarm was presented as the main 
application, which engages children in realistic touching, listening, and learning 
environment. The ergonomic advantages o f the ColouredFarm application, the motivation 
for this design and the observations o f the children while they played with the 
ColouredFarm were explained.
The ColouredFarm started as a technological experiment, however, it is believed to be a 
source o f inspiration for storytelling and learning. There is no mouse, keyboard, or 
controller to share, it helps co-operation where many children play simultaneously with 
no anxiety about having their turn while satisfying their wish to play.
In addition, a number o f other applications in unsupervised learning and computer 
gaming were presented. Moreover, it is believed that an unlimited number o f applications 
can be developed in the future in the field o f robotics, boardgames, the office desktop and 
edutainment. The possibilities are endless. However, due to time limitations, there remain 
many characteristics o f the Interactive Toys environment for future evaluation.
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10 Closing Discussion
10.1 Thesis Summary
In this thesis, the idea o f  Interactive Toys Environment was introduced as an approach to 
advance human computer interaction by bridging the gap between the digital information 
and physical objects. In particular, the thesis has focused on a novel approach for 
realising an interactive system that allows a number o f toys to be tracked and identified 
using a low-cost web camera on non-sensory backgrounds in order to pass the 
information that is represented by the toys from the physical world into the virtual world. 
These toys imitate real-life objects where their interactivity comes from their ability to be 
tracked and identified, and thus allowing the system to respond to users actions.
Interaction with the Interactive Toys Environment does not require the users to wear 
gloves or tagging the toys. Users can embed their own toys on a paper-printed interactive 
panel (with enough contrast to its background) to run various applications.
Existing computer vision methods were adopted to build novel algorithms, which enabled 
to building a completely novel class o f applications.
After reviewing related interactive systems in Chapter 2 and tracking technologies in 
Chapter 3, C hapter 4 has introduced the system architecture and discussed the 
interaction modes: turn-based and real-time. Then panel normalisation was introduced in 
Chapter 5 as an initial technique for toy position recovery in relation to the panel. It was 
shown that one o f  the most important aspects o f this method is finding four comers after 
extracting the edges o f the interactive panel which should be o f a quadrangle 
shape(preferably rectangle) and have enough contrast to its background.
Chapter 6 discussed the use o f change detection in toy tracking and demonstrated how 
simple combination o f background subtraction and image differencing techniques could 
be used to enhance region segmentation; unlike many earlier authors who tackled this 
problem by trying to attempt to use image differencing or background subtraction on its 
own right. This chapter also demonstrated how a labelling connected components 
algorithm alongside image moments algorithm have enabled the tracking o f multiple toys. 
Chapter 7 discussed the use o f colour as a powerful feature for toy recognition with 
uniform colours. Should toys o f complicated colour mixture be used then another
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techniques need to be incorporated in the system to perform appearance based object 
recognition.
In Chapter 8 the robustness and accuracy o f each individual computer vision algorithm 
within the system were tested. It was shown that system produced excellent results in an 
ideal lit environment, however some errors have occurred when the system was used in 
poor lit or direct sun light. In addition, the computational cost o f the interaction modes 
and the internal algorithm were tested. These have shown that most o f the algorithms are 
remarkably fast while retaining a reasonable accuracy and reliability.
Chapter 9 took many o f the techniques and the approaches discussed in this work and 
applied them to several applications in particular: children play sets (i.e. ColouredFarm) 
and computer games. The ergonomic advantages o f the proposed system, the motivation 
for this design and the observations o f the children while they play with the 
ColouredFarm have been explained.
10.2 Future Work
The development o f the Interactive Toys Environment can be further enhanced by both 
adding some interactive features and extending computer vision algorithms as follows:
10.2.1 Interactive features
A flat plasma screen can be added as an interactive panel, which provides real world 
experiences to the proposed applications. For example, users would be able to see small 
waves on a river or watch breeze moving grass while moving their toys. However, 
incorporating o f a display screen requires an accurate synchronising between the camera 
image frame and the output screen frame. When the screen is displaying an image, the 
camera should not pass images to the computer vision algorithms.
In addition, a voice recognition engine can be incorporated in the system to enable users 
to talk to the computer while manipulating their toys. For example, users might like to 
record some stories or songs to be played back when other children interact with the same 
application. Furthermore, the interactive toys technology can be also combined with 
handheld devices using built-in cameras. This w ill enable users to interact with some 
applications using the Interactive Toys Environment on the move (e.g. in the train).
10.2.2 Computer vision
Computer vision algorithms can be extended in different areas, to include:
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10.2.2.1 Shape analysis
An algorithm can be developed to detect the shapes o f the toys to enable multiple toys 
tracking in the case o f toys occlusion, which was described in Section 8.2.3. In addition, 
shape recognition alongside colour recognition w ill allow users to incorporate a free- 
range o f toys.
10.2.2.2 Panel Normalisation
It was show in chapter 5 that panel normalisation relies on finding four comers in order to 
perform the mapping. These comers can be occluded by users’ fingers or any other 
objects which might result in inaccurate mapping. Therefore, Hough Transform can be 
used to track the sidelines o f the interactive panel instead o f direct detection o f the four 
comers.
Hough transform is believed to be computationally expensive (Chiew et al., 2004); 
however, it can be integrated with Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960) to reduce the 
computational load o f line detection (M ills et al., 2003).
10.2.2.3 Colour Recognition
Toys’ colours can be modelled using Gaussian mixture to enhance colour recognition 
algorithm.
10.2.2.4 3D Vision
It will be useful to investigate the use o f two cameras to allow observing the environment 
from two different directions simultaneously. This can reduce the possible errors caused 
by the users when they move the interactive panel out o f the camera’s view (the camera’s 
view w ill be expanded due to the use o f  two cameras). However, the computational time 
o f the algorithms w ill be longer.
Furthermore, the use o f  3D vision techniques w ill enable two types o f advancement in the 
system. Firstly, a low-cost robotic response can be used to pick toys and move it 
according to certain regulations. Secondly, hand gesture recognition algorithms can be 
added to the system to enable the users to communicate with the computer using their 
hands gestures.
Finally, the merging o f the physical and the digital worlds is made possible with the use 
o f computer vision, which has been found to be particularly suitable for this type of 
applications as non-cumbering technology.
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1 2  Appendix A: Computer Vision 
Software and Tools
In the next sections, a brief description o f the main investigated software relevant to 
computer vision is presented.
12.1 KBVision
A  commercial product, KBVision is one o f the few  packages intended to be used for 
problems in image understanding. KBVision contains visual programming tools, data 
visualization tools, libraries o f  routines for accessing files and interfaces to graphics 
functions. However, KBVision also supports intermediate symbolic representations (e.g. 
lines, regions and polygons) and allows the user to manipulate them in much the same 
way as images. The low-level software is written in C and the higher-level software for 
performing reasoning about image content is Lisp-based.
12.2 Matlab
MATLAB integrates mathematical computing, visualization, and a programming 
language to provide a flexible environment for technical computing. It also has an 
adequate image processing and image acquisition toolbox as well as neural network, 
Signal Processing, and many other useful toolboxes.
However, it consumes a significant amount o f  time to process images and deal with data 
which makes it not practical for real-time applications.
12.3 Open CV
In the year 1999, Intel Corporation developed a universal toolbox for research and 
development in the field o f Computer Vision and Image Processing. The OpenCV 
Library is a way o f establishing an open source vision community that makes better use 
o f  the latest computer vision techniques in computing environments. OpenCV software 
provides a set o f image capturing, image processing, pattern recognition functions with 
platform-independent interface and supplied with whole C source.
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The 2003 release o f  OpenCV includes an optional interface that all OpenCV functions 
can be imported into Matlab. In addition, OpenCV can be used together with many other 
libraries that are developed by Intel.
These libraries are:
12.3.1 Image Processing Library (IPL)
The Intel Image Processing Library provides a set o f low-level image manipulation 
techniques in standard DLLs and static libraries form. The library contains functions that 
perform filtering, thresholding, and transforms (e.g. FFT, DCT, Geometric), as well as 
arithmetic and morphological operations.
12.3.2 Portable Video Capture Library (CvCAM)
CvCam is distributed as a part o f Intel’s OpenCV library, which uses some functionality 
o f OpenCV. CvCam is a universal cross-platform module for processing video stream 
from video cameras. It is implemented as a dynamic link library (DLL) for Windows and 
as a shared object library for Linux systems and provides a simple and convenient 
Application Programming Interface (API) for reading and controlling frames from a 
video stream and rendering the results.
12.3.3 Portable GUI library (HighGUI)
HighGUI supports the functionality o f OpenCV Library and it can be used to:
- Read/Write images in several formats (e.g. BMP, JPEZ and TIFF)
- Create windows and display images. (HighGUI remember window’s 
content, and no need to implement repainting callbacks)
- Simple interaction facilities: trackbars, getting input from keyboard and 
mouse
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1 3  Appendix B: Pixel Connectivity
The notation o f pixel connectivity describes a relation between two or more pixels. For 
two pixels to be connected they have to fulfill certain conditions on the pixel brightness 
and spatial adjacency.
To formulate the adjacency criterion for connectivity, the notion o f neighbourhood need 
to be introduced. For a pixel p  with the coordinates (x, y )  the set o f pixels given by :
#4  (P) = { ( x + l ,  y ), (x  - 1 y \  (x, y  +1 ), (x, y - 1)}
is called its 4-neighbours, These pixels are shown in Figure 13-1.
1
2 * 3
4
Figure 13-1: F o u r  n e ig h b o u r  p i x e l s
Its 8-neighbours are defined as:
These pixels are shown in Figure 13-2:
1 2 3
4 * 5
6 7 8
Figure 13-2: E i g h t  n e ig h b o u r  p i x e l s
From this, the definition for 4- and 8-connectivity can be inferred as follows:
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T w o p ix e ls  p  and  q, b o th  are 4 -connected  i f  q is  f ro m  th e  se t N 4(p ) an d  8 -co n n ec ted  if  q is  
fro m  Nd(p).
A  se t o f  p ix e ls  in  a n  im age , w h ich  are  a ll co n n ec ted  to  each  o th e r is  ca lled  a  connected 
component. F in d in g  all co n n ec ted  co m p o n en ts  in  a n  im ag e and  m ark in g  eac h  o f  th em  
w ith  a  d is tinc tiv e  labe l is  ca lled  co n n ec ted  co m p o n en t labe lling  as ex p la in ed  in  Section .
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1 4  Appendix C: Comments on
Camera test
A  n u m b er o f  w eb -cam eras  w as  tried  an d  te s te d  u s in g  rea l-tim e  an d  tu rn -b ased  m o d es  
u n d e r d iffe ren t lig h tin g  cond itions. T ab le  15-1 sh o w s a  n u m b er o f  tes ted  w eb  cam eras 
w ith  th e ir  re so lu tio n  an d  fram e  ra te  p e r  secon d .
T he best p erfo rm an ce  w as  o b ta in ed  fro m  L o g itech  P ro  4 0 00  fo r  sev era l reasons: T he 
cam era 's  au to  ex p o su re  pe rfo rm an ce  is  n o tab le  (co m parin g  to  o th e r cam eras  su ch  as L ego  
L o g itech  cam era). W h en  go in g  fro m  d im  to  b rig h t ligh t, th e  cam era  reco v er qu ick ly  and  
w ith  a  m in im u m  o f  ex p o su re  b o un ce , p ro v id in g  b e tte r  re su lts  fo r  v id eo  reco rd in g . T he 
V G A  im ag e  sen so r a n d  th e  len s p ro d u ce  g enera lly  sharp  p ho to s. T he au tom atic  w h ite  
b a lan ce  g iv es co n sis ten t c o lo u r b e tw een  d iffe ren t lig h t sources. L o g itech  h a s  red u ced  the  
d e fau lt co lo u r-sa tu ra tion  level, w h ich  m o re  accura te ly  rep ro d u ces  co lours . T h e d is to rtio n  
acco rd in g  to  th e  m an u fac tu re r is  le ss  th a n  5%  o f  ax ia l a t co m ers , th o u g h  th e  an g le  o f  
v ie w  h as  b een  red u ced  sligh tly  (40°). T h is  w as  p ro v en  in  S ec tio n  8 .2 .2  w here  n o  h ig h e r 
e rro r  o ccu rred  a t th e  im age ed g es  and  co m ers.
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Table 14-1 L ist o f  eva lu a ted  Web C am eras
Resolution
352 x 288
180x 120
Frame per Second
30
15
. .... . ~ 640 x 480Logitech Web Cam 30
Creative Web Cam 640x 480
SiPix web3 digital/ Web 640x480Cam
Sony Web Cam Ez kit 640 x 480
Philips Toucam Fun USB PCVC730K
640x480
Logitech Quick Cam Pro 4000
640x480
The Creative Web Cam 640x480PROeX
30
15
25
30
30
30
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On the other hands, a set o f tests were carried out using two cameras. One camera was set 
with top-down view images and the other was set to view side images as shown in 
Figures 14-2 (a) and (b).The top-down camera was running toys tracking and recognition, 
motion and skin detection while the side camera was running toys tracking and 
recognition only. The two web cameras did not work on USB 1.0 because o f the limited 
bandwidth. In addition, some web cameras did not function properly when connected to 
the computer simultaneously with other USB devices. Using two cameras 3-D vision is 
interesting step toward more intelligent environment however; more work in this field is 
left for future work.
(a) (bl
Figure 14-1: Example oj toys tracking using two cameras (a) Side 
camera, (b) Top-down camera
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